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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Purpose

The purpose of this

data concerning subsistence

Pribilof Island communities

is implicit that this study

study is to present baseline

resource utilization in the

of St. Paul and St. George. It

is essentially the first phase

of a multi-phased Aleutian/Pribilof research endeavor by the

Subsistence Division, Alaska Department of Fish and Game,

which in future years will be expanded both areally (to

include additional work in other Aleut communities) and

topically. Therefore, the results and-conclusions contained

herein are in some instances tentative and dependent upon

future research for refinement.

The communities studied in this project, St. Paul

and St. George, are located on islands of the same names in

the Bering Sea and are isolated from the nearest neighboring

communities by several hundred kilometers of ocean (Figure

l-l). The vast majority of the population of each community

is Aleuti since their populations were derived from Aleuts

of the Aleutian Islands brought to the Pribilofs in the iate

1700s and early 1800s by Russian fur hunters.

1
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The rationale for subsistence research in the

Pribilof Islands lies in part in impending social, political,

and.economic events of a state and national nature that have

potential for impacting various facets of Aleut life, in-

cluding subsistence resource utilization, subsistence pat-

terns, and subsistence values. These events include, but

are not restricted to, Outer Continental Shelf oil and gas

development (in both the St. George Basin and the North

Aleutian Shelf), the development of port/harbor facilities

in St. Paul and St. George, the development of-new economic

enterprises (such as bottom fisheries), efforts to halt or

limit the harvest of fur seals, and decreased federal funds

for the administration of the Pribilof Islands. However,

while it is imperative that as thorough an understanding as

is possible of subsistence and its relationship to the'larger

sociocultural  and socioeconomic systems of these communities

be gained in order to understand and assess future impacts,

the present study is not an impact study per se, and no sub-

stantial attempts will be made to pursue such issues.

Although no firm definition of "subsistence" exists .

today, and the word connotes various meanings to different

people, this study employs a concept of subsistence which

views it as one important aspect of a complex and dynamic

cultural system, having important relationships in all

spheres of life- the technoenvironmental, the social, and the

ideological. At its base, subsistence pertains to the direct
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relationship between people and the natural environment

insofar as resources are utilized by those people to sustain

life. In addition, subsistence is interrelated both with

social facets of culture, such as the formation of task-

groups and the sharing of subsistence information and

resources, as well as with ideological facts, such a per-

ceived value of subsistence and possible beliefs in animal

spirits and the placation of them.

Research obiectives

The perspective outlined above governed the forma-

tion of a broad range of objectives for investigating

subsistence resource utilization in the Pribilof Islands.

They are as follows:

(1) To determine the relationship between subsis-

tence patterning and settlement patterning; specifically, to

see how the communities were in the past and are today
.

geographically situated with respect to subsistence resources.

Also of interest in this context is the use of special-

purpose secondary settlements (such as "camps") employed for

subsistence purposes.

(2) To establish which species of plants and animals

(with special emphasis on marine mammals and fish) are

utilized for subsistence purposes. Further, the area(s)- from

which each item is obtained, the technology, methodology, and

. .-
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time of year of their procurement, the use(s) to which each

resource is put, and the distribution of each item within

the communities were tc be determined.

e
(3) To establish which community members (by

analytic category, not by name) engage in subsistence pur-

suits and to investigate the social and cultural links which

exist for the acquisition, distribution, and consumption of

subsistence resources.

(4) To establish in a general manner the relation-

ship between the subsistence and cash economies. The

proportion of subsistence foods in each community's diet,

the monetary cost of providing and maintaining'the necessary

subsistence technology, and the influence cash employment.
has upon subsistence endeavors are among factors to be

considered.

.
(5) To investigate the ideological aspects of sub-

sistence among community members.
.

(6) To provide perspective on the manner in which

various historical factors may have influenced contemporary

subsistence resource utilization.
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Research methods

To address these objectives, research employing a
. .

.

variety of methods was condudted. Except for field research

and final report preparation, the authors were contracted on

a part-time basis for this projPc+. The research methods

utilized may be itemized as follows:

(1) An examination of the literature pertaining to

Aleut subsistence was made, with special reference to the

Pribilof Islands. Attention was given not only to recent and

contemporary subsistence resource utilization, but to data

pertaining to the precontact and early historical periods

as well. Precontact Aleut subsistence patterns are reviewed

in Chapter 2, and Pribilof Aleut subsistence history is con-

tained for the most part in Chapter 5. Literature research

on these subjects took place throughout the course of the

project.

(2) Several periods of field research were conducted

in St. George' and St. P.aul. The authors, accompanied by
Linda Ellanna and Alice Stickney, made a preliminary visit

to St. George from 15-20 August 1980, and to St. Paul from

20-21 August 1980. During that time, initial contacts with

community members took place, and the purpose of the project

was explained. From lo-17 January 1981, the authors con-

ducted field research in St. Paul. Various methods were uti-

lized to gather data, including observation and participant
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observation of hunting and both structured and informal

interviewing of community members especially knowledgeable

about subsistence. Formal interviews consisted of question-

ing with a predesigned, though expandable, list of topics.

In all community contacts, every effort was made to inform

people of the purpose of the project. While in St. Paul,.

Douglas Veltre was interviewed about the project for local

television broadcast.

Field research by the authors continued from 9-17

June 1981, and l-9 July 1981 in St. Paul and from 17 June-

1 July 1981 in St. George. During these times data were

gathered as described above, with the additional use of

island maps as part of the formal interviewing procedure.

In addition to the field research listed above,

Linda Ellanna spent the period from 9-14 March 1981 in

St. George collecting subsistence data. Alice Stickney

visited St. George during sevekal days in March 1981 and

May 1981, .providing the authors with additional information. s

(3) To aid in gathering information concerning sub-

sistence activities throughout the year, 2-4 local assistants

were hired in each community. While their primary tasks were

to record data on the frequency and success of hunting, fish-

ing, etc., additional facets of their work included mapping

of subsistence resources, establishing community demographic
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data, and so on. Contact was-maintained throughout the

project with these assistants, and they were paid by the

hour for their work.

Discussion of research methodology

In addition to the points mentioned above, several

comments are required concerning the research methods.

First, all persons who participated in the structured inter-

views (usually including mapping of resource areas) were

paid an hourly rate for their time. Second, the anonymity

of each individual from whom information was obtained will

be maintained throughout this report. This decision was

made by the authors prior to the start of the project and

was made clear to potential informants. In retrospect, it

is accurate to state that such assurance to people in
. . St. Paul and St. George assisted substantially in the acqui-

tion of desired information.

.
Third, while the Pribilof Islands have been the

subject of a vast number of published works (chiefly

government-sponsored), the overwhelming bulk of that material

has been generated not from interest in the Aleuts but rather

out of concern for the fur seal industry. Consequently, his-

torical documentation regarding Pribilof Aleut culture,

including the realm of subsistence, is often sketchy, infre-

quent, written by persons other than social scientists, and

ethnocentric. This places a substantial limitation on the
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ability to reconstruct any but the most general features of

prior subsistence patterning. More detailed comments con-

cerning the literature will be made in Chapters 2 and 5.

Fourth, the most productive research method for

investigating contemporary subsistence was participant

observation and interviewing by the authors. The village

assistants collected valuable information, but there were

some difficulties encountered with this method of data-

gathering. These difficulties were mostly of two kinds.

One tias that of time: although the assistants were very

willing to help with the project, each had other interests

and responsibilities which precluded substantial research

involvement. Since all subsistence activities, therefore,

could not be recorded, the information supplied by the

village assistants was generally of a qualitative, rather

than a quantative, nature. The data which the assistants

were able to provide primarily helped to establish the range

of subsistence activities and-the locations at which these

activities took place.

The second kind of difficulty encountered by the

village assistants (and by the authors-as well) was the

reluctance by many community members to share information

concerning their subsistence activities for a research pro-

ject for the Department of Fish and Game. Although the

authors were most often successful in assuaging such feelings



in their research activities, this was something more diffi-
c

cult for the village assistants to accomplish, since they

had less "feel" for the project rationale and found it

difficult to pursue such research in their own community.

A final comment concerning the village assistants

is that over the course of the research there was a partial

turnover of workers, making consistent long-term recording

of data difficult.

A fifth comment concerning research methodology,

and one which follows directly from those already enumerated,

is that the major limiting factor of this project was the

amount of field time which budget and time factors permitted.

Thus, since the authors could not spend an entire year in the

Pribilofs, subsistence activities during certain times of the

year are better documented and more fully understood than

others, although the work of the village assistants and the

spread of field research at different times of the year miti-

gated somewhat in this regard.

.

Sixth, knowledgeable informants in St. Paul and

St. George were selected on the basis of recommendations

from other community members and not by statistically random

means. Although information was collected concerning the

frequency of various subsistence activities, the relative

importance of subsistence items to the communities, and other
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topics, no attempt was made to survey each household's

use of subsistence resources in this baseline study.

Approximately 30 key informants in each community provided

the majority of the data gathered during field research.

Seventh, prior to writing the final version of this

report, the authors sent draft copies to St. Paul and

St. George for community review. All those individuals who

were interviewed during fieldwork, as well as the village

assistants and the village corporation and council leaders,

were sent personal letters inviting them to read and comment

.on the review copies. These persons were also encouraged

to invite other community members to review the draft report.

Eighth, and finally, because some subsistence pur-

suits were felt by the communities-for various-reasons-to

be of a sensitive nature, they have not been included in

this final report.
.

Organization of the report

In the report that follows, Chapter 2 provides a

background on Aleut subsistence prior to and immediatelv

following the Russian discovery of Alaska. Chapter 3

presents an historical outline of the Pribilof Islands,

including a history of settlements on the islands and pro-

files of the communities of St. Paul and St. George. Chapter

4 describes the natural environment of the Pribilof Islands.
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In Chapter 5 a detailed examination of subsistence items,

their history of use, and their contemporary use in the

Pribilofs is presented. Chapter 6 includes a number of

issues regarding Pribilof subsistence, and offers final

comments concerning this project and suggestions for future

research.



CHAPTER 2

.
BACKGROUND ON ALEUT SUBSISTENCE

Introduction

At the time of the discovery of the Pribilof Islands,

traditional Aleut culture was undergoing profound changes

brought about largely through the exploitation of Aleut

people and local resources by Russian fur hunters (see

Chapter 3). Since it was Aleut people who were eventually

to settle in the previously uninhabited Pribilof Islands,

this section briefly reviews the precontact subsistence life

style of Aleuts and then examines the kinds of changes that
.

were taking place at the time the Pribilofs were settled.

Such a review provides a general baseline against which to

assess both the local subsistence adaptations which Aleuts

made once they became residents of St. George and St. Paul

as well as the changes in subsistence which occurred from

the late 1700s to the present time.

Prior to Russian contact, Aleuts occupied a territory

consisting of the entire Aleutian archipelago, from Attu

Island in the west to Unimak Island in the east, as well as

the Shumagin Islands and the tip of the Alaska Peninsula.

from Port Moller westward. Although the more distant past

13
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is less certain, it is apparent from archaeological ?ata

that at least from 4000 years ago, and likely from 8500 years

ago I to the present, Aleuts have been the sole occupants of

this area and that they have, over this period, maintained a

fundamental cultural adaptation that was focused on the sea

as the direct or indirect provider of virtually all basic

necessities of life.

To the east on the Alaska Peninsula and continuing

onto the mainland of Alaska, the neighbors of the Aleuts

were various Eskimo groups. To the north of the Aleutians,

the Pribilof Islands were most likely not inhabited by

anyone in the precontact period, although Aleut legend main-

tains that the islands were, in fact, known to exist prior

to their Russian "rediscovery" in the late 1700s (Veniaminov

1840, quoted in Elliott 1881:146). .

It may be pointed out that most Aleutian scholars

(e.g., Laughlin and Aigner 1975) agree that the Aleutians

have exhibited remarkable cultural stability over a rela-

tively long time, much of this attributable to a stable and

uniform environment as well as to Aleuts' residence in a

geographic cul de sac, which effectively limited interactions

with other people.
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Precontact subsistence patterns

.

Knowledge of precontact and early postcontact sub-

sistence in the Aleutians comes primarily from two sources:

artifactual, faunal, and settlement data obtained from the

usually very rich archaeological sites throughout the archi-

pelago, and the historic and ethnographic accounts of early-

hunters, travellers, and missionaries. Each of these two

sources had obvious limitations in providing accurate insight

into Aleut subsistence. Archaeological data, though easily

quantified, are limited to preservation, the difficulty in

identifying food versus fabricational use of fauna1 remains,

the vagaries of which sites have been dug and in what manner,

and so on. Historic and ethnographic data likewise are

biased, primarily because the early writers were not trained

observers, and also because such information has rarely been

recorded in a quantified manner. In sum, we may reliably

itemize what was being utilized, but not necessarily when,

by whom, where, how, or in what quantity.
.

Thus,.the following outline.will  concern itself with

general patterning: those characteristics of Aleut subsis- -

tence which were pan-Aleutian. Only rough estimates of the

relative importance of particular food items will be possible.

Consideration will first be given to an inventory of food

resources and the technology related to their acquisition.

Next, the social and economic aspects of subsistence will be

discussed. 1
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Table 2-1 presents an inventory of the major subsis-

tence resources and the means by which they were obtained.

Included in this table are items important exclusively for

fabricational use (such as stone for knives, etc.), although

it must be realized that many of the food items listed were

additionally utilized for non-food purposes. Table 2-2 pro-

vides perspective on this point, detailing-the range of uses

of a single "food" item, the sea lion. It is well estab-

lished from both ethnographic and archaeological. sources that

other animal resources (such as puffins, sea otters, hair

seals, cormorants, etc.) were likewise used for food and

fabricational purposes.

Although precontact Aleut sites lend themselves well

to quantification of archaeological fauna1 remains and

determination of corresponding food values, relatively little

research has been directed towards these ends. Therefore,

it is possible only to suggest the general relative impor-

tance of the various food items listed in Table 2-1.

Denniston has‘presented data from the site of Ashishik Point,

on the north end of Umnak Island. Her figures for the rela-

tive food values represented by remains at that site of

marine invertebrates, birds, fish, and sea mammals are

1:1.75:35.88:51.74,  respectively (1972:208). The precision

of these figures should not be mistakenly interpreted as an

accurate reflection of subsistence throughout the Aleutians,
‘5 however.

.-a
As various authors have pointed out (e.g.,
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TABLE 2-1:--Major precontact subsistence resources and
subsistence techniques of tne

Aleutian Islands

Subsistence Hunting/Gathering
Resource Techniques and Implements

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

Sea mammal huntins off-
shore (includes whales,
hair seals, sea lions,
sea otters, fur seals)

Sea mammal hunting
onshore (includes hair
seals,.sea lions, and
sea otters)

Bird hunting on water
(includes all species
of ducks)

Bird hunting at nesting
sites (includes all
species of nesting
birds)

Fishing offshore (pri-
marily halibut and cod)
Fishing onshore (pri-
marily salmon and Dolly
Varden trout, but also
other fish, including
halibut and cod)
Intertidal and beach
collecting (various
marine invertebrates,
including sea urchins,
clams, periwinkles,
etc., and algae: also
washed up fish, sea mam-
mals, birds and drift-
w o o d )

Sight and surround animals
with bidarkas or baidars;
use of harpoon, spear, and/
or club except for large
whales which wash ashore when
dead; possible use of aconite
poison for whales.
Surprise animals on mainland
shore or on islets; approach
by foot or boat: kill by
spear, harpoon, and/or club:
possible use of nets.
Stalk birds on water surface;
capture with bird spear or
arrow; net birds on lakes
from blind.
Bird cliffs approached by
boat from below or by rope
from above: birds caught with
snares, bolas, handnets,
leisters, clubs, or by hand
at nests as well as away from
nesting areas.
From boats with hook and line
or leister.

-.
Hook and line from shore: use
of nets, leisters, weirs, and
hands at stream mouths and in
streams.

Combing the beach and inter-
tidal zone for these items:
use of prying tool to loosen
items from rocks and use of
grass collection baskets or
gut or skin containers.



TABLE 2-l:--(Continued)

Subsistence
Resource

Hunting/Gathering
Techniques and Implements

a. Onshore collecting
(terrestrial plants, raw

Techniques and implements:

materials such as stone
travel to areas of resource

fo*r fabricational use)
availability: use of wedges,
digging tools, etc., to ex-
tract materials; grass, gut,
or skin containers to carry
collected items.

SOURCE: Adapted from McCartney(1977:81-82). Seethat source for detailed citations concerning specific sub-
sistence items, techniques, and implements.

.
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TABLE 2-2.*--Utilization of the Steller, or Northern, Sea Lion

Part of Animal Partial List of Uses

1. Hide

2. Flesh

3. Blubber

4. Organs

5. Bones

6. Teeth

7. Whiskers

a. Sinew

9. Flippers

10. Pericardium

11. Esophagus

12. Stomach

13 : Intestines

Cover for bidarka and baidar; line for
harpoon

Food

Food (eaten with meat: also rendered for
oil)

Food
.

Ribs for root diggers; humerus for club:
baculum for flaker

Decorative pendants; fishhooks

Decoration on wood hunting hats and
visors

Cord and thread for lashing and sewing

Soles used for boot soles; contents
gelatinized in flipper and eaten

Water bottle: general-purpose container

Parka, pants, leggings of boots, pouches

Storage container

Parka, pan;s, pouches
-

s
SOURCE: Laughlin (1968:40)
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Denniston [1972], Yesner [1977], McCartney [1977]), sub-

stantial variations exist with respect to seasonal and local

abundance of virtually all subsistence resources, and no

single site may be taken as "typical" of Aleut subsistence

patterning. Nevertheless, Denniston's ratios very likely

portray the correct order of magnitude of food importance of

those major categories, and, as McCartney points out (1977:

83, the ratios constitute "a more precise estimate of the

Aleut diet than that suggested by the ethnographic

literature." (See also McCartney [1975:293-2951 in this

regard.)

The ethnographic literature, however, supplies valu-

able evidence lacking in archaeological sites, such as the

importance of eggs. Laughlin's (1980:49) proportions of

basic food items, most likely based on ethnographic as well

as archaeological data, are less precise, but perhaps more

accurate, than those provided by archaeological data alone.
.

His estimates (which he states may have varied by as much as

10% over time.and space) are as follows: marine mammals 30% _
of the diet; fish 30%; birds and eggs 20%; invertebrates 15%;

plants 5%.

Although many subsistence items could be obtained

through individual effort, cooperation was an important theme

in much of Aleut food procurement. Especially for such acti-

vities as sea mammal hunting, egg collecting, and fishing
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(with nets and weirs), Aleuts were required to work together.

It is not at all surprising, then, that food was shared

among Aleuts, certainly within extended family households

and perhaps within an entire community. Veniaminov states:

"From time immemorial it has been the custom of the Aleuts,

when there is a shortage of food, to divide among themselves

all that is obtained. For example, he who-has caught some

fish divides them among all who are in need and not only does

he not take a larger share than the rest, but not infre-

quently he gets less than the others" (1840:56). Similar

examples regarding sharing exist, and it may be assumed that

in most instances of food exchange a system of general reci-

procity was followed.

f

Aleut religion and ceremonialism, although less well

known than that of many other Alaska Natives, certainly

included features pertaining to subsistence common to many

northern cultures: the belief in human and animal spirits,
.

the necessity to. placate animal spirits in order to assure

continued hunting success, and ability of shamans and human

mummies to influence and assist in hunting endeavors. _

Sarychev, for example, reports that the person who obtained

the first sea lion of the season shared it with all the

members of his village. Afterwards, all of the bones were

returned to him, and he threw them back into the sea (l&306-

07:57-58). Whaling, too was surrounded in behavior -

governed by spirits: a man, after wounding a whale, would
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go into seclusion and behave as though he were sick, thus

hastening the whale's demise (Veniaminov 1840:133-134).

Numerous additional examples exist which exemplify the

important ideological component of subsistence pursuits in
.

precontact Aleut culture (see Lantis 1947; Ransom 1946).

.

The early postcontact period

The early Russian period -from 1741 to the 1786 dis-

covery of the Pribilof Islands -was clearly a period of

profound culture change for Aleuts. Population declined,
.

settlements were relocated, and Aleuts were forced to labor

either directly for the fur trading companies or indirectly

for them to produce the required tribute. Although the

specific changes in subsistence activities that occurred can

only be suggested at this stage in our knowledge of archae-

ology and ethnohistory,
.

the following general points can be

made. First, the utilization by the Russians of Aleut males

to hunt sea otters could very well have limited the amount
..

of sea mammal hunting done for subsistence purposes. Second,
if Aleut males were removed from their villages for non-

subsistence hunting or other activities, dietary proportions

of various food items would likely have changed. Third,

although the Russians gradually introduced foreign foodstuffs

(sugar, tea, flour, etc.) , these items did not assume a sig-

nificant portion of the Aleut diet since they were expensive

and limited in quantity. Thus, Aleuts continued to be highly

dependent on traditional subsistence resources obtained,
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especially in this early Russian period, with traditional

technology.

The Aleuts who were moved to the Pribilofs by the

Russians (see Chapter 3) were limited in the degree to which

they could engage in their traditional subsistence pursuits

by one additional factor. The environment and natural re-

sources of the Pribilofs, though generally similar, are

different than those of the Aleutian archipelago (see

Chapter 4), and different subsistence priorities-namely,

dependence on the meat and raw materials of the fur seal-

necessarily developed.

Conclusions

.
From the foregoing outline of precontact Aleut sub-

sistence, the following conclusions may be offered:

(1) An inventory of food items utilized by Aleuts
.

closely mirrors an inventory of edible foodstuffs in the

Aleutian archipelago. Stated differently, it appears that

Aleuts made use of almost-all available edible food sources

(albeit, of course, to varying degrees).

(2) Aleut subsistence was by necessity directed

almost exclusively to the sea as the direct or indirect

source of food and of fabricational materials. Land resburces

provided very little in terms of total dietary intake.
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(3) Although local differences do exist in the pre-

sence and abundance of some species, the archaeological record

supports the notion of basic subsistence uniformity over both

space and time for precontact Aleuts. Uniformity is evident
in the specific food items, the hunting and gathering tech-

nology, and the social and economic aspects of food acquisi-

tion and use.

(4) The wide variety of edible foodstuffs, especially

the marine,invertebrates, enabled most members of an Aleut

community to participate to an important degree in the acqui-

sition of food. In other words, food getting was not limited

to a single category of people, although the bulk of the food

was undoubtedly provided by the able-bodied younger males,

who did all of the sea mammal hunting and participated as well

in other activities.

(5) The early Russian period was characterized more
.

by shifts in traditional subsistence pursuits (through move-

ment of people, reduction of population, etc.) than by the

introduction of new subsistence endeavors or reliance on

imported foodstuffs. When Aleuts were taken to the Pribilof

Islands, major shifts in subsistence patterning took place,

on the one hand, in the incorporation of fur seal as the

chief subsistence resource, and on the other hand, in the
absence of any anadromous fish on the islands.
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f
(6) Cooperation in hunting and fishing, and sharing

of food within a community, was a precontact cultural pattern

which continued into the historic period. Subsistence for

Aleuts must be viewed as an economic system of adaptation

which involved technological, social, and ideological compo-

nents, and which continued from the precontact period into

the Russian period.

f

.
.
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NOTE

1. Discussion will be limited to traditional Aleut subsis-
tence as revealed by precontact and early postcontact
sources as well as by archaeology. Only a few studies
of Aleut subsistence in more recent times exist (e.g.,
Ransom 19461, but these are brief and do not pertain
directly to the Pribilofs: hence, they will not be
dealt with in the present study.



CHAPTER 3

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

Introduction

This section presents a brief historical outline of

the Pribilof Islands during the Russian and American periods

that will be useful in subsequent discussions of the history

of subsistence resource utilization on those islands. 1

Russian period

Russian contact in Alaska began with the 1741 voyages

of Vitus Bering and Alexei Chirikof, made on behalf of the

Russian government. Although only brief landings and en-

counters with natives occurred during these voyages, the

return of the crews to Kamchatka in 1741 and 1742 with the.
skins of sea otters and foxes from the Commander Islands

insured the future of Russian contact in the Aleutians and

farther eastward. As early as 1743, Emelian Basov journeyed

to Bering Island, hunting there until the following year.

He sailed again in 1745, returning from Bering Island in

1746 with a cargo of 1,600 sea otters, 2,600 fur seals, and

an equal number of blue fox pelts (Berkh 1974:2). Basov

journeyed again and again to the Aleutians, his ventures-

anticipating those of dozens of other promvshlenniki, or fur

27
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hunters. By the early 177Os, no fewer than 31 fur hunting

expeditions had successfully been made in the Aleutians, the

promyshlenniki pushing ever farther eastward in their pur-

suit of the sometimes elusive, and ever fewer, sea otters.

The Commander Islands (Bering and Copper) became a

frequent wintering stopover for these voyages, and by 1768

the crews exterminated the last of the sea cows which were

found there and which had been easily halted for food. The

Near Islands (Attu, Agattu, and. Shemya) were discovered by

1745, the promyshlenniki pushing to the Andreanofs of the

central Aleutian archipelago by 1750, to Umnak and Unalaska

of the eastern Aleutians by 1759, to the Alaska Peninsula by

1761, and to Kodiak by 1763 (Figure 3-l). The voyages made

during these early years of Russian contact-until 1799-

were usually of several years' duration, not returning until

a profitable number of skins had been amassed. The

promyshlenniki were ruthless in their pursuit of fortune,

and over the latter half of the 18th century their activities

brought exploitation, disease, and death to many of the Aleut -

residents of-the islands. Standard procedure for the hunters

included the collection of yasak, or tribute, from the

usually in the form of sea otter skins, and to insureAleuts,

" good " relations with the natives, the promyshlenniki took

hostages from among the Aleuts.
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From the first interaction between Russians and

Aleuts on Agattu Island (Bancroft 1886:102-1051, violence

seemed to be the rule rather than the exception, and the

precontact Aleut population dwindled to perhaps twenty per-

cent of its size within the first 75 years of contact (Lantis

1970:277). Men like Soloviev and Glotov were personally

responsible for the murders of thousands of eastern Aleuts

in the 1760s (Davydov 1977:188; Veniaminov 1840:194), and

many other Aleuts died at the hands of promyshlenniki

throughout the islands.

Aleuts were subjected to extraordinary hardships by

the fur hunters. Aleut men were taken from their homes and

forced to accompany the Russians eastward,"often in the face

of hostilities from neighboring native groups. Such was the.
case in southeastern Alaska, for example, when in 1973 9

Aleuts were killed and 15 wounded while accompanying Baranov

and again in 1802 when 130 Aleuts perished defending the new
.

settlement at New Archangel (present day Sitka) (Tikhmenev

1978:33, 65): Similar examples abound.

Lacking firearms, the Aleuts never posed a serious

threat to the advancing promyshlenniki, although there were

relatively few Russians in Alaska at any given time, and

what population there was was always scattered among various

small settlements. In 1778, for example, there were approxi-

mately 462 Russians between Unalaska and Prince William Sound,



and these were divided among 8 settlements (Fedorova 1973:

.

116-117). In the following decade, from 1778-1788, the

Russian population never exceeded 500, dropping to about 400

by 1794 (Fedorova 1973:124) and to no more than 225 by 1799

(Gibson 1976:7).

The 1780s and 1790s saw the formation and elabora-

tion of a number of trading companies, among them ones owned

by Grigorii Shelikov and Ivan Golikov as well as by Mylnikov.

It was the merger of companies owned by these three men into

the, United American Company in 1797 that led directly to the

1799 formation of the Russian-American Company. The latter

company was given legal monopolistic rights to all hunting

activities north of latitude 55O and was authorized the sup-

port of the Russian military forces, including its navy.

It was in the 178Os, in the context of growing com-

petition among a large number of trading companies for ever
.

scarcer fur resources, that the discovery of the Pribilofs

by Russians took place. It had been long known by the Rus-

sians, and longer by the Aleuts,' that fur seals swam south-

ward through the island passes in

the spring, without coming ashore

searched for the fur seals to the

the fall and northward in

. While some navigators

south of the Aleutians,

Gerassium Pribylov, the chief navigator of the large Lebedov-

Lastochkin Company, ended three years of search in the B'ering

Sea on 25 June 1786 when he discovered St. George Island.
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Pribylov left a party of men on the island for the winter,

during which time they spotted St. Paul Islandi some 40

miles to the northwest. That island was reached the next

year by Pribylov and his crew.

Soon after the discovery of the Pribilofs, labor for

the sealing activities there was provided by Aleuts who were

imported during the summer months from their native villages.

These Aleuts, coming primarily from Atka and Unalaska, were

settled into permanent villages on St. Paul and St. George in

the 182Os, by which time the Russian-American Company had

found such an arrangement more efficient than the earlier

seasonal system of labor recruitment had been.

.

While payment of tribute by natives was eliminated

in 1795 (Fedorova 1975:16), the Russian-American Company's

success was based on the availability of Aleut and other

indigenous labor. Not only was it difficult to maintain a.
Russian population large enough to undertake hunting pursuits,

but, as one Russian naval officer observed in 1820,

"If the company should somehow lose the Aleuts, then
it will completely forfeit the hunting of sea animals,
because not one Russian knows how to hunt the animals,
and none of our settlers has learned how in all the
time that the company has had its possessions here"
(quoted in Gibson 1976:8).

Thus, Aleuts were a valuable labor pool for the

Company, and they were forced to work for it:
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As a result of a need for competent hunters and the
availability of Aleuts for service, the company com-
pelled Aleut men to catch primarily sea otter, fur
seal and sea lion. In effect, it turned Aleut men
into serfs, for compulsory hunting for the company
was similar to forced labor . . . by Russian serfs
on a lord's land. . . . Thus, the Company followed
the very practice which promyshlenniki had begun
and the government knew that the company was forcing
Aleut men to hunt sea mammals, but permitted this
practice apparently because the company was unable
to obtain the sea otter fur wealth of the North
Pacific Ocean in any other way (Sarafian 1970:155).

Over the years, the activities of the Russian-American

Company changed. Plagued by various misfortunes during its

early years (Gibson 1976:13-15), by the 1830s the Company had

settled down to more conservative administration. Increasing

foreign competition (British and American) encouraged north-

ward exploration and expansion by the Company; humanitarian

needs were attended to, with doctors, priests, and teachers

brought into service in the colonies: fur production was down

. sharply from earlier years, so that prices rose and alternate

sources of income were sought.
.

By 1830, the multiple settlements on both St. Paul

and St. George had been consolidated into a single village

on each island, each having a church, store, various other

company buildings, and the semisubterranean Aleut houses (see

further discussion later in this chapter). By the late 183Os,

the Northern District of the Company (which included the
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Pribilofs) had the lowest capital assets of any of the

administrative units of the Russian-American Company (Gibson

1976:22).

Although sea otter pelts were many times more valu-

able than those of fur seal, from 1797 through 1861, 70% of

all the furs exported from Russian America were fur seal

skins and only 14% were sea otter pelts (Gibson 1976:35).

From 1786 through 1832, a total of 3,178,562 fur seals were

killed on the Pribilofs, but the yearly rate declined: the

average annual kill went from 94,000 in 1786-1803 to about

39,000 in 1815-1832. During the 1830s the average take was

only 10,000 to 11,000 (Gibson 1976:'35).

The Russian-American Company provided its Aleut

hunters throughout Russian America with clothing, food, and

bidarkas (skin-covered boats), and it was on the Pribilofs

that a large amount of the gut rain gear and skin boat covers

were manufactured. Sea lions'were hunted for this purpose,

although harbor seals were also utilized, and during the 9
first half of the 1830s the yearly population of sea lion was

some 1500 hides and almost 28,000 yards of intestine (Gibson

1976:36).

The later years of the Russian-American Company were

times of diminishing financial success. Not only was the

supply of furs down, but so were world demand and prices, and
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the Company diversified its activities in order to spread its

risks (Gibson 1976:25). Attempts were made at such enter-

prises as whaling and coal mining, and these yielded certain

financial rewards. The Company, however, slowly lost ground,

and by the early 1860s its stability was on the wane. The

Russian government had its own interest directed to Europe

at the time, and the Company was in debt to the Treasury.

In 1867, the unprofitable American operations of the Russian-

American Company came to an end with the sale of Alaska to

the United States.

American period

The American period in the Pribilof Islands began

with uncontrolled plundering of the fur seal wealth by

independent hunters. The United States moved to protect its

interest in the fur seals in 1869 by making the islands a

federal reservation, and in the following year

. . Congress enacted legislation which gave the
government authority to conserve the seals, protect
the Aleuts' welfare, and-grant a private company an
exclusive 20-year lease to operate the seal business.
The lease required a substantial payment to the fed-
eral treasury in the form of rent and royalities.
From the outset, Congress and other government offi-
cials perceived the Pribilof program as a rich
source of federal revenues. This expectation became.
embedded in the fabric of the Pribilof program and
profoundly influenced the evolution of the Pribilof
management policies and practices. Profits and the
conservation of the seals upon which the profits de-
pended came first; the Aleut people came last (Jones
1981:l).
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The first 20-year lease established a pattern of

total control over the lives of the Pribilof Aleuts that

was to continue for nearly a century. The U.S. Treasury

agents, who oversaw company activities, ruled almost every

facet of Aleut life. The seal population declined substan-

tially during the second lease period, and total federal

control over the Pribilofs was assumed in 1910. Aleut

living and working conditions continued to suffer: ,

From the 1920s on, the colonial relationship that
had been evolving in previous years had become
entrenched. Managers accorded Aleuts virtually
no rights. They:

Paid them near-starvation wages.
Destroyed remaining cultural institutions by pro-
hibiting the Russian School. . .; suppressed
the Aleut language; prevented Pribilovians from
adopting relatives from other villages, thereby
disrupting an age-old cultural custom.

Continued to regulate Aleut's choice of marriage
partners.

Regulated Aleuts in their private family hours,
for example, by separating couples who argued.

Required official permission to leave or return
to the villages.

Continued to coerce obedience by imposing sanc-
tions as reductions in sealing wages and
deportation (Jones 1981:2).

Following World War II, when the Aleuts who had been 9

evacuated from St. Paul and St. GLorge returned to their

villages, they-brought with them new ideas and new goals for

removing themselves from under government control. Changes

came, slowly, but by the 1960s Aleuts were able to -travel and

to have visitors, to police themselves, and, among other

benefits, to partake in full economic equality. However,
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declining revenues from the fur seal industry caused the

government to reduce the size of the labor force, with the

net result that in the 1970s few people were hired full

time and most families' incomes were at or below the poverty
0

level (Jones 1981:4).

History of Pribilof Island settlements .

The first village on St. George, according to

Elliott, was located "a quarter of a mile to the eastward

of one of the principal rookeries . . ., now called 'Starry

Ateel,' or 'Old Settlement'" (1881:19). At Zapadni Bay.a

second village was also founded, and "a succession of

barrabaras [was] planted at Garden Cove' (1881:19) (Figure

3-2). Although the dates of these settlements are unclear,

they are no earlier than 1787,. the year following discovery.4
Elliott reports that the fur hunter Pribilof "and his asso-

ciates, and his rivals after him, imported natives of

Oonalashka and Atkha." (1881:19) to live at these places.
.

Probably in the year following the establishment of *

the village at Staraya (as it is called today), "more men

were brought up from Atkha and taken over to St. Paul, where

five or six rival traders posted themselves on the north

shore, near and at 'Maroonitch,' and at the head of Big Lake,

among the sand dunes there [at a place called 'Vesolia

Mista,' or 'Jolly Spot']" (Elliott 1881:19). Still prior to

1796, other villages were founded at Polovina, Zapadni,
'L

,
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and Novastoshnah (Figure 3-3). Sometime following the 1799

formation of the Russian-American Company, the St. Paul

settlements were consolidated at Polovina. In 1825, the

Polovina Village was resettled at its present location to

take advantage of the harbor there (Elliott 1881:20).

The St. George settlements were also consolidated

"some years" after 1825 (Elliott 1881:20) at the present

village location. Although Garden Cove has the best harbor,

the new location minimized the great labor of transporting

seal skins overland from the various killing grounds for

shipment off the island.

The relationship of village settlements and secondary

camps to subsistence will be discussed in Chapter 6. Table

3-l presents Pribilof Aleut population figures for selected

years.

.
St. George community profile

St. George today is a community of approximately 168
-

persons, nearly all of whom are Aleut. There are about 39

houses in the village, most of them predating World War II,

while the remainder include 7 brick homes built in the mid-

195os, 6 frame homes built in the late 195Os, and 5 addi-

tional houses built in 1978. Other buildings in St. George

include the Russian Orthodox Church, a clinic, the Company

(or Government) House (which is used as a hotel and
h
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TABLE 3-l :--Population of St. Paul and St. George for
selected years

Year St. Paul St. George Total * Source

1825

1867*

1880

1914

1947

1950

195s

1960*

1970*

108

283

284

192

329

350

383

350

455

81 189 (1)

139 . 422 (2)

88 382 (3)

116 308 (4)

179 5s 8 (5)

195 545 (6)

234 617 (7)

264 614 (2)

163 618 (2)

*For these years, Aleuts as well as non-Aleuts may
be included in the figures given.

SOURCE: (1) Khlebnikov (1979:142)
(2) Jones (1976) cited in AEIDC (1978)
(3) Elliott (1881:20)
Il; ;s;ood et al (1915:139)

. . Dept. of the Interior (1950:58-59)
(6) U.S. Dept. of the Interior (1953:55-56)
(7) U.S. Dept. of the Interior (1957:74)
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restaurant), a community hall (which houses the community

telephone, the Tanaq .Corporation and village council offices,

a recreation room, and the community canteen, which sells

beer and miscellaneous household items), a school, and a

number of buildings related to fur seal processing and

management, one of which houses, in part, the food store.

St. George homes possess complete indoor plumbing, although

the difficulty of obtaining adequate potable water on the

island results in many persons obtaining drinking water from .

the clinic, where there is a desalinization unit.

Census data, including information on household size

and the age and sex of household members, were gathered in

September 1980 and updated in March 1981. Table 3-2 and

Figure 3-4 summarize these data. Included in the census are

all permanent residents of St. George, including school

children away for schooling and family friends or relatives

from elsewhere who are currently living in St. George, but.
excluding those persons away for indefinite periods of time.

From Figure 3-4 and Table 3-2, a number of points

may be made, First, the vast bulk (72.8%) of St. George's

population is below 35 years of age-. A very sharp dropoff

is obvious in Figure 3-4 between the 30-34 and 35-39 age

groupings, and it may be noted that those over 35 years old

were affected by the World War II evacuation of St. George.

It is beyond the scope of this study to propose or
,-
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TABLE 3-2: --Household size
in St. George

Household Number of
Size Households

1 5

2 7

3 7

4 6

6 3

7 1

1

0

11 1

12 1

13 0

14 0

15 0

16 0

17 0

18 1

Total 39

Mean size 4.3
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AGE’
75-79

70-74

6549

60-64

55-59

SO-54

45-49

40-44

35-39

30-34

25-29

3

Males
n=90

(33.6%)

q

1 4 Females
n=72

(44.4%)

6

1 6

8

o-4 611111

2 0 2
I ' ' ' 1

%

Figure 3-4 :--St. George Population (figures at
ends of bars indicate number of individuals).
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investigate causal relationships between evacuation and this

demographic characteristic, but it is very possible that loss

of persons (through various causes resulting from evacuation)

in the older age groupings could have had ramifications in

certain aspects of subsistence, including loss of knowledge

of local wildlife habitats and hunting techniques, etc.

Second, although the average household size is 4.3

persons and the mode of household size is even lower (2 and

31, more individuals (30) live in S-person households than

any other size.

St. Paul community profile

The Native population of St. Paul is approximately

519 persons, with an additional number (c. 50) of non-native

residents. In 1979, there were about 94 households in the

community, although since that time some 20 new housing units

have been constructed: The remainder of the buildings in. .
St. Paul include a Russian Orthodox church, an Assembly of

God church, a‘clinic, a hotel, a community building (which

houses the community telephone, the city office and other

offices, and a recreation hall), a Tanadgusix Corporation

office building, fur seal processing and management buildings,

and a large community store.

The census data which are presented in Table 3-3 and

Figure 3-5 are based on 1979 data compiled by the City ofk
. . .
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TABLE 3-3: --Household size
in St. Paul

Household Number of
Size Hn*Tcelvlds

1 3 .

2 10

3

4

5

7

12

12

8 15

10

11 1

12 3

.
Total 94

Mean size 5.5.
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,

70-74

65-69
Males
n=284
(55.6%) 8 6

10 1

11

Females
n=227
(44.4%)

60-64 10

55-59

50-54

45-49

40-44

35-39 18 0

30-34 26 18
10

25-29 2317116

20-24 231 1 122

15-19

10-14

5-9

o-4

3o 

Figure 3-5:--St. Paul Population (figures at
ends of bars indicate number of individuals).
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St. Paul. They are the most recen.6 available, but give a

somewhat outdated picture, especially of household size,

since a large number of new homes have been built size 1979,

as mentioned above. The same categories of individuals

included in the St. George census discussed earlier are in-

cluded in the St. Paul figures.

As in St. George, the bulk of St. Paul's population

(71.4%) is belcx 35 years of age (Figure 3-S). The higher

average household size, 5.5, is due in part to the fact that

over 23% of the population was, at that time, living in

8-person households (Table 3-3), underscoring the perceived

need then for the recently built houses.

Conclusions

St. Paul and St. George  stand today as unique Aleut

communities. Not only were they settled outside the boundary

of precontact Aleut occupation., but also their settlement and

management has until very recently been focused almost

entirely on the fur seal industry. As will become clear in

subsequent chapters, that industry, in a large sense, has had

significant ramifications on subsistence in the Pribilofs.
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NOTE

1. The section on the Russian period is taken, with some
revision, from Veltre (1979:64-67). That on the Ameri-
can period comes largely from Jones (1981).

.



CHAPTER 4

THE NATURAL SETTING

Introduction

This chapter presents general background information

concerning the natural environment of the Pribilof Islands

and surrounding waters. Geographical, climatological, and

biological characteristics of St. Paul and St. George are

followed by a comparison of the Aleutian Islands and the

Pribilof Islands vis-a-vis the natural conditions and conse-

quent subsistence possibilities each area possesses.

Location, geography, and geology

The Pribilof Islands consist of two major islands,

St. Paul and St. George, and t$ree islets, Otter Island,

Walrus Island, and Sea Lion Rock. They are located between

169O30' and 17OO30' W and 56O30' and 57O16' N in the Bering 9

Sea (Figure 4-l). The islands are some 400 km directly north

of the Islands of the Four Mountains, in the Aleutian archi-

pelago, and 500 km west-southwest of Cape Newenham, on the

Alaska mainland. The closest neighboring point of. land is

in the Aleutians on Unalaska Island, 340 km to the southwest.

50
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St. Paul and St. George occupy 114 km2 and 92 km2,

respectively, and Otter Island is 2 km2. The two minor

islands are each less than 0.05 km2. The islands are vol-

canic in origin. The bulk of St. Paul (Figure 4-2) is

dominated by many small cinder cones rising to a maximum

height of 203 m (665') at Rush Hill, on the western end of

the island. The island's interior is gently rolling and is

generally less than 200' in elevation. On the northeast of

the island is a low sand-covered extension which culminates

at Northeast Point. Hutchinson Hill, near the point, is

99' above sea leve.1. The island, whose cones and lava flows

came into being during the last 400,000 years, has never

been glaciated (Barth 1956: Hopkins and Einarsson 1966:343).

,

St. George (Figure 4-3) lacks the cinder cones of

St. Paul and is instead characterized by a rolling highland.

Its volcanic origin dates to between 2.5 and 1.0 million

years ago, and evidence from Illinoian glaciation has been

discovered in from 3 to 5 loca'tions on the island (Hopkins

and Einarsson 1966:343). Faulting and uplift have modified

St. George to a great extent, with a ridge along the western

portion of the north coast that culminates in High Bluffs

(309 m) and a fault-block plateau including Ulakaia Hill

(289 m) in the southeast portion of the island (Hopkins and

Einarsson 1966:343).
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Both St. Paul and St. George are characterized by

coastlines of precipitous cliffs caused by marine erosion.

It is not known whether permafrost now underlies the, Pribilof

Islands, although various cold weather phenomena (such as

frost riving, solifluction, and creep) are evident today

(Hopkins and Einarsson 1966:343). Seismic activity is

minimal in the islands (SWRP 1976:78).

The Pribilcfs lie on, and near the edge of, the con-

tinental shelf, a broad plateau underlying the eastern and

northern Bering Sea. Sea depths within 10 km of the islands

are generally in the 20-40 fathom range, as the shelf slopes

gently to the southwest. Approximately 50 km southwest of

the islands lies the northwestward-southeastward trending

margin of the continental shelf, at which point ocean depths

of the Bering Sea rapidly &crease, reaching over 10,000 feet

in places.

Climate
.

Weather conditions in the Pribilofs are governed

entirely by the Bering Sea and are characterized by the

following: temperatures exhibiting comparatively little

seasonal or diurnal variation; a high incidence of overcast

and foggy days: and virtually omnipresent winds of moderate

velocity.



Table 4-l presents temperature data for St. Paul

and St. George. Differences between the two locations

appear minor and likely reflect the short time spans over

which meteorological data were collected, particularly at

St. George. These temperature data compare favorably with

those from various Aleutian locations, where temperatures

are less extreme than on the mainland. .

At St. Paul, annual precipitation amounts to 24.54",

including 59.2" of snow (AEIDE 1977:20), while at St. George

corresponding figures are 29" and 32", respectively (SWRP

1976:13). Precipitation is distributed fairly evenly

throughout the year, peaking to 3-3$" per month in August,

September, and October (SWRP 1976:16). Likewise, occurrences

of precipitation are characteristically frequent, but short

lived. This is evident in a relatively low figure for the

greatest amount of precipitation recorded on a single day in

St. Paul, 1.93" (AEIDC 1977:20), as well as in a high fre-

quency of sky cover, a yearly average 'of 8.7 tenths (SWRP

1976:17). Sncw has been reported during all but July and

August at St. Paul (SWAP 1976:17).

Wind is a dominant feature of the weather in the

Pribilofs and, in terms of both frequency and velocity, is

most similar to that in the Aleutian Islands. Average wind

speed is approximately 14-16 knots from all directions, with-

extreme winds ranging from SO-60 knots having been reported

i . .-\

. . __. _
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TABLE 4-1 :--Temperature data for St. Paul and St. George

St. Paul' St. George2

Summer temperature range 37O-51° 3S”-52”

Winter temperature range 19O-36' 27O-3S”

Extreme temperatures -26O/64O -7O/63O

'Mean date of last spring
occurrence of 32O 2 June NA

Mean date of first fali
occurrence of 32" 24 Sept NA

SOURCE: SWRP (1976:13, 20)

NOTE: All temperatures in OF. " NA" = data not
available.

1
dates,

Based on 50 year record, except for mean 32'
which are based on 25 year record.

2 Based on 5 year record.

.
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from most directions. Wind direction is very evenly distri-

buted and of 16 compass headings, no direction accounted for

more than 9% nor less than 5% of the winds (SWRP 1976:26).

As indicated above, the dominant controlling factor

for Pribilof climate is the Bering Sea. Surface circulation

in the Bering Sea as a whole is counterclockwise, although

factors such as winds and tide alter this in places (Figure

4-4). Tides in the Pribilofs are diurnal with the daily

range being approximately 3.2 feet. Currents near the islands

are usually from l-2 knots, although with strong winds they

increase to 3 knots.

Ocean temperature at the surface varies within a

narrow range in the vicinity of St. Paul and St. George, with

a February low of about 32.S°F and an August high of about

47.0°F (SWRP 1976:34, Fig. 49). Sea ice distribution is

indicated in Figure 4-5 for the month of maximum ice extent,.
February. The Pribilofs are near the southern limit of sea

ice in most years, and residents of St. Paul state that ice

. surrounds that island in about only one of every 10 years.

Only rarely will sea ice extend as far as 35 miles south of

St. George (USCP 9:257 [7th - 1964 edition]). In one year

in the mid-1830s, the ice surrounding the islands remained

much longer than normal, limiting hunting and fishing activi-

ties drastically and preventing many female fur seals from

giving birth on land (Elliott 1881:48-49).



I
Figure 4-4:--

Eastern Bering Sea region (SWRP 1976:2g).Ocean surface circulation in the .
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Storm tracks generally follow from southwest to north-

east in the Pribilof Island region. During winter and summer,

these tracks are usually secondary ones, derived from the

major tracks of the predominate Aleutian low pressure system.

In spring, however, some major storms may veer northeastwardly

towards the Pribilofs from the Aleutians (SWRP 1976:5, Fig. 4).

Fauna and flora

This section presents an overview of the major animal

and plant species in the Pribilof region. Additional details

concerning various species will be included in the discussion

of subsistence pursuits in Chapter 5. It may be noted that,

as in the Aleutian Islands, marine fauna dominate the spec-

trum of fauna1 resources.

. Terrestrial Fauna

Only three species of land mammals are native to the

Pribilof Islands. These consist of the fox (Aa laqopus)

which Preble and McAtee assume' was originally brought to the

. islands by ice and which is slightly differentiated from the

foxes of the mainland (1923:5). On St. Paul is found the

shrew (Sorex pribilofensis), and on St. George the lemming

(Lemmus niqripes), both of which have been so modified due

to their insular isolation that their origins cannot be

ascertained (Preble and McAtee 1923:s).

.



.

Occasional or accidental "visitors" to the Pribilof

Islands include polar bears, which have been reported from

both islands a number of times (Preble and McAtee 1923:103),

and red fox (Veniaminov 1840, cited in Elliott 1881:147), both

apparently arrivinq via sea ice and killed soon thereafter.

Marine Fauna

Mammals. Of the marine mammals in the Pribilof

region, most appear to be near either the northern or southern

limits of their ranges. Table 4-2 itemizes the common and

scientific names of those species which will be discussed.

According to Haley (1978), those species which occur at or

near their southern limit in the Pribilofs include the fol-

lowing: ringed seal, bearded seal, spotted seal, ribbon seal,

walrus, and bowhead whale. The Pribilofs lie at or near the

northern limit of the follow>ng: harbor seal, sea lion,

Dall's porpoise, giant bottlenose whale, sperm whale, and

right whale. The killer whale occurs both north and south of

the Pribilofs, and the humpbadk whale's southern range in-

cludes the Pribilof region. The beluga whale does not occur

as far south as the Pribilof Islands' in the part of the Bering

Sea.

When the Pribilof Islands were discovered by the

Russians, sea otters were very abundant, with ". . . as many

as 5,000 . . . said to have been taken from St. Paul during

the first year of its occupancy. They were abundant also on
‘L

.
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TABLE 4-2 :--Sea mammals discussed in text

Common Name Scientific Name'

Fur seal

Ringed seal

Bearded seal

Spotted seal

Ribbon seal

Harbor seal (hair seal)

Sea otter

Sea lion

Walrus

Beluga whale

Killer whale

Dall's porpoise

Giant bottlenose whale

Sperm whale

Bowhead whale

Right whale

Humpback whale

Callorhinus ursinus

Phoca hispida

Erignathus barbatus

Phoca vitulina larqha

Phoca fasciata

Phoca vitulina richardii

Enhydra lutris

Eumetopias jubatus

Odobenus rosmarus ,

Delphinapterus leucas

Orcinus orca

Phocoenoides dalli

Berardius bairdii

. Physeter macrocephalus

Balaena mysticetus

Balaena qlacialis

Meqatera novaeanqliae

'SOURCE: Haley (1978)
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St. George" (Osgood et al. 1915:130). Flithin a short time,

however, their numbers were drastically reduced, so that by

1811 they had become scarce and within the next 30 years

extinct (Veniaminov, quoted in Elliott 1881:147). Osgood

et al. (1915:130) report that "small numbers and single indi-

viduals" were reported after the turn of the century. An

attempt in the 1960s to reintroduce the animals has been

marginally successful, with only infrequent sightings of sea

otters occurring at St. George. Prior to their near extinc-

tion, and now following their reintroduction, sea otters are

at their northernmost range in the waters of the Pribilof

Islands (Preble and McAtee 1923:5).

The major sea mammal of the Pribilof Islands is the

fur seal, which breeds in large numbers only on St. Paul and

St. George, and the Commander Islands and Sakhalin, both in

the Soviet Union. Approximately 80% of the world's population

breeds in the Pribilofs, most on the two largest islands, but

a few on Sea Lion Rock as well'. The fur seal population in
Alaska is estimated to be 1.4 million animals (U.S. Department

of Ccimmerce 1977:l). D
.

Fish. The fish resources of the Eastern Bering Sea

region include various bottom fish (pollack, perch, cod, and

blackcod), flounders (turbot, rock sole, and others), and

halibut. The Pribilof Islands lack sizeable streams, and,

hence, also lack anadromous fish.
i .
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Invertebrates. A number of species of commercially

important shrimp and crab occur in the Pribilof region. Of

animals living in the littoral zone, the most important from

a subsistence perspective include sea urchins (Strongylocen-

trotus sp.), limpets (Acamea sp.), mussels (probably Mytilus

edulis), octopus, and sea cucumbers.

Avifauna

The Pribilof Islands are perhaps the most important

location for marine birds in North America. Vast numbers of

seabirds, including most of the world's population of red-

legged kittiwakes, inhabit the islands, most nesting on the

steep cliffs that are found along much of the coast.steep cliffs that are found along much of the coast. TheThe

number of marine birds nesting in the Pribilofs has beennumber of marine birds nesting in the Pribilofs has been

estimated at nearly 2,800,OOO (Table 4-3), while the totalestimated at nearly 2,800,OOO (Table 4-3), while the total

number of different species found is 191 (Table‘4-4). Ofnumber of different species found is 191 (Table‘4-4). Of

these 191,these 191, 15 species are found either only in the Pribilofs15 species are found either only in the Pribilofs

or in less than five other locations in North America.
.

Flora

The vegetation of both St. Paul and St. George is

dominated by various grasses and sedges characteristic of

the subarctic tundra of the Aleutian Islands. A host of

flowering plants, including lupines, lousewarts, monkshood,

and others, bloom in the summer season, but only a few

varieties of berries, including the crowberry (Empetrum .

nigrum) and the cloudberry (Rubus chamaemorus), are found.
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TABLE 4-4:-- Birds of the Pribilof Islands

f

Common Name1 Scientific Name*

Common loon*

Yellow-billed loon
Red-throated loon
Arctic loon
Red-necked grebe
Horned grebe
Short-tailed albatross*
Black-footed albatross*
Fulmar
Slender-billed shearwater
Scaled petrel
Fork-tailed  petrel*
Leach's petrel*
Pelagic cormorant
Red-faced cormorant
Whooper swan*
Whistling swan
Canada goose
Black brant
Emperor Goose
White-fronted goose
Bean goose*
Snow goose
Mallard
Gadwall
Pintail
Falcated teal*
Common teal
Green-winged teal
Baikal teal
European wigeon
American wigeon
Northern shoveler
Ring-necked  duck*
Redhead
Garganey*
Common Pochard
Canvasback*
Greater scaup
Tufted duck
Common goldeneye
Barrow's goldeneye
Bufflehead
Old-squaw

i . .

Gavia immer
Gaviaadamsii
Gavia stellata
Qvia arctica
Podiceps grisegena
Podiceps auritus
Diomedea albatrus
Diomedea niqripes
Fulmarus glacialis
PuffinsUostris
Pterodroma  inexoectata----
0-f-a
Oceanodroma  leucorhoa
Phalacrocorax pelagicus
Phalacrocorax wile
Olor Cygnus
u -ianus
Branta canadensis
Brantabernicla
Philacte canagica
abifronsAnser
Anser fabalis

caerulescens
Anas platyrhynchos
Anas strepera
Anas acuta
Anas falcata
Anas crecca. - --
Anas crecca.-
.Anas formosa
Anas penelope
Anas americana
Anas clypeata--
collarisAythya
Aythya americana
Anas guerquedula
AZ&a ferina
vmeriaAvthya
marilaAvthya
Aythya fuligula
Bucephala clangula
Bucephala islandica
gucephala albeola
Clangula hyemalis
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TABLE 4-4:--(Continued)

Common Name1 Scientific  Name*

Harlequin duck
Steller's eider
Spectacled eider*
Common eider
King eider
White-winged scoter
Surf scoter*
Common scoter
Hooden merganser*
Common Merganser
Red-breasted merganser
Smew
Rough-legged hawk*
Bald eagle*
Steller's sea eagle*
Osprey*
Gyrfalcon
Peregrine falcon
Sandhill crane
European coot*
Black oystercatcher*
Ringed plover*
Semipalmated plover
Mongolian plover*
American golden plover
Black-bellied  plover*
Killdeer*
Ruddy turnstone
Common snipe
Jack snipe*
Far Eastern curlew*
Whimbrel
Bristle-thighed curlew
Eskimo curlew*
Common sandpiper*
Wood sandpiper
Wandering tattler
Polynesian tattler
Spotted redshank*
Greenshank*
Greater yellow legs*
Lesser yellow leg
Knot
Great knot*
Rock sandpiper
Sharp-tailed sandpiper

h Pectoral sandpiper. Baird's sandpiper

Histrionicus  histrionicus
Polysticta stelleri
Somaterl?. fischeri
Somateria mollissima
Somateria  spectabilis
Melanitta deglandi
Melanitta perspicillata
Melanitta nigra
Lophodytes cucullatus
Mergus merganser ---
Merqus serrator
Merqus albellus
Buteo lagopus
Haliaeetus  leucocephalus
Haliaeetus  pelagicus
Pandion haliaetus
Falco rusticolus
Falco peregrinus
Grus canadensis
Fulicaam
Haematopus  bachmani
-Charadrius hiaticula
Charadrius semipalmatus
Charadrius  mongolus -
Pluvialis dominica---
Pluvialis squatarola-. _.-
Charadrius vociferus--..-_
Arenaria interpres

. Gallinago qallinago
Lymnocryptes  minimus
Numenius madagascariensis
Numenius phaeopus
Numeniuc tahitiensis.--.-------
N_umenius borealis
Actitis hypoleucos
Tringa glareola
Heteroscelus  incanus- --
Heteroscelus  brevipes.- -. ---_.--
Tringaerythropus
Trin.a nebularia- -_-.--
Tringamelanoleuca
Tringa flavipes
Calidris canutus
Calidriz tenuirostrig.
Calidris ptilocnemis. .altdru gcumlnata,

. Calidris melanotos
Calid@ bairdii-
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TABLE 4-4:--(Continued)

Common Name1 Scientific  Name*

.

Least sandpiper
Long-toed stint*
Rufous-necked sandpiper*
Dunlin
Spotted sandpiper*
Temminck's stint*
Short-billed dowitcher
Long-billed dowitcher
Stilt sandpiper*
Seimpalmated sandpiper
Western sandpiper
Buff-breasted sandpiper*
Bar-tailed godwit
Ruff
Sanderling
Red phalarope
Northern phalarope
Parasitic jaeger
Pomarine jaeqer
Long-tailed  jaeger
Glaucous gull
Glaucous-winged gull
Slaty-backed gull
Black-headed gull
Ivory gull
Herring gull*
Black-legged kittiwake
Red-legged  kittiwake
Ross' gull
Sabine's gull
Common tern
Arctic tern
Common murre
Thick-billed murre
Dovekie*
Pigeon guillemot
Marbled murrelet*
Ancient murrelet
Parakeet auklet
Crested auklet
Least auklet
Horned puffin
Tufted puffin
Oriental cuckoo*
Snowy owl
Short-eared owl
Boreal owl*

Calidris minutilla
Calidris subminuta
Calidris ruficollis
Calidris alpina
Actitis macularia
Calidris temminckii
Limnodromus  qriseus
Limnodromus scolopaceus
Micropalama himantopus
Calidris pusilla
Calidris mauri
Trynqites subruficollis
Limosa lapponica
Philomachus pugnax
Calidris alba
Phalaropus fulicarius
Phalaropus lobatus
Stercorarius  parasiticus
Stercorarius  oomarinus
Stercorarius  longicaudus
Larus hyperboreus
Larus glaucescens
Larus schistisagus
Larus ridibundus
Paqophila  eburnea
Larus argentatus
Rissa tridactyla
Rissa brevirostris
Rhodostethia  rosea
Xema sabina '
Sterna hirundo
Sterna paradisaea
Uria aalge--
Uria lomvia
Alle alle-.-
Cepphus columba
Brachyramphus  marmoratus
Synthliboramphus  antiquus
Cyclorrhynchus  psittacula
Aethia cristatella
Aethia pusilla
Fratercula  corniculata
Lunda cirrhata
Cuculus saturatus
Nyctea scandiaca
Asio flammeus
Aegolius funereus



TABLE 4-4: --(Continued)

CommonName' Scientific Name'

Saw whet*
Common swift*
White-rumped swift*
Common flicker*
Skylark
Violet-green swallow
Tree swallow
Bank swallow*
Barn swallow*
Cliff swallow*
Purple martin*
Raven*
Winter wren
Robin*
Eye-browned thrush
Gray-cheeked thrush*
Wheatear
Siberian rubythroat*
Water pipit
Whaite wagtail*
Yellow wagtail
Gray wagtail*
Bohemian waxwing*
Arctic warbler*
Golden-crowned kinglet*
Ruby-crowned kinglet*
Yellow warbler*
Yellow-rumped warbler*
Wilson's warbler*
Orange-crowned warbler*
Rusty blackbird*
Brambling*
Japanese hawfinch*
Bullfinch*
Pine grosbeak*
Gray-crowned rosy finch
Common rose finch*
Redpoll
Hoary redpoll
Pine siskin*
Red crossbill*
White-winged crossbill*
Savannah sparrow
Slate-colored junco*
White-crowned sparrow
Golden-crowned sparrow

.

Aecolius acadicus
d

Apus apus--
APUS oacificus
Colaptes auratus
Alauda arvensis
Tachycineta thalassina
Iridoprocne bicolor
Riparia riparia
Hikundo rustica
Petrochelidon  pyrrhonota
Proqne subis
Corvus corax
Troglodytes  troglodytes
Turdus micrratorius
Turdus obscurus
Catharus minimus
Oenanthe oenanthe
Luscinia calliope
Anthus spinoletta
Motacilla alba
Motacilla flava
Motacilla Gea
Bombycilla qarrulus
Phylloscopus  boreal
Requlus satrapa
Requlus calendula
Dendroica Petechia

is

Dendroica  coronata
Wilsonia pusilla
Vermivora celata
Euphagus carolinus
Fringilla  montifringilla
Coccothraustes  coccothraustes
Pyrrhula pyrrhula
Pinicola enucleator
Leucosticte  tephrocotis
Carpodacus  erythrinus
Carduelis flammea
Carduelis hornemanni
Carduelis pinus
Loxia curvirostra
Loxia leucoptera
Passerculus sanwichensis .
Junco hyemaliis
Zonotrichia  leucophrys
Zonotrichia  a t r i c a p i l l a
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TABLE 4-4:--(Continued)

common Name1 Scientific  Name'

Fox sparrow
Song sparrow*
Lapland longspur
Snow bunting
McKay's snow bunting

Passerella  iliaca--
Melospiza melodia
Calcarius lapponicus
Plectrophenax nivalis_---
Plectrophenax hyperboreus__ --.

1Source: Johnson (1978:46-47) and Audubon Society data.

2 Source: Armstrong  (1980).

*Accidental
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Trees are limited to dwarf species, such as the dwarf willow

(Salix sp.), which grow most frequently on the thinly vege-

tated higher hills to a few inches in height.

Aleutian-Pribilof Islands comparison

Significant environmental differences

the Aleutian Islands and the Pribilof Islands

exist between

in terms of

potential for past and present human habitation and subsis-

tence patterning. These differences, many of which are

interrelated, are as follows:

(1) The Pribilof Islands lack significant streams.

Such streams are necessary both for drinking water as well as

for runs of anadromous fish, such as salmon.

c.2 ) The Pribilofs lack substantial bay, reef, and

intertidal systems. Areas such as these support the impor-

tant invertebrate fauna in the Aleutian archipelago, and.
protected bays also provided safe access to the sea by hunters

and fishermen.

(3) The Pribilof Islands lack substantial accumula-
\

tion of driftwood for manufacturing purposes and fuel.

(4) The great number of fur seals present during

much of the year renders a good portion of the coastline-
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difficult of access during that time, preventing people from

collecting marine invertebrates from much of the coast.

(5) The Pribilof Islands are isolated from other

islands and the mainland. The islands can not be seen from

any other land mass, nor can any other land mass be seen

from the Pribilofs. This is very likely the single most

compelling reason for the lack of precontact human occupation

of these islands, since no other similarly isolated island

in the North Pacific/Bering Sea region (e.g., St. Matthew

Island, the Commander Islands in the western Aleutian archi-

pelago) were occupied in the precontact period.

(6) Nowhere in the Aleutian Islands do sea mammals

congregate in as great numbers as do fur seals in the Pribi-

lof Islands. Therefore, it follows that the fur seal would

be a major component of Aleut subsistence in the Pribilofs.

.



CHAPTER 5

SUBSISTENCE RESOURCES AND UTILIZATION IN

THE PRIBILOF ISLANDS

Introduction

This chapter offers an item-by-item inventory of the

subsistence resources in the Pribilof Islands, with informa-

tion compiled from historical sources as well as from field

research by the authors. This inventory primarily includes,

insofar as data are available, information pertaining to the

second research objective discussed in Chapter 1 (concerning

the time, manner, and place of resource procurement). As

noted in Chapter 1, the reader should be aware that there

are some limitations on the data.

.

Table 5-l lists those subsistence categories covered

in this chapter. The list is organized for convenience only, ~

and no significance should be attached to the order in which

resources are presented or to the grouping of various

resources in certain categories. In Table 5-1, resources

are numbered to correspond to the inventory in the text.

Discussion of the ranking of subsistence resources in terms

of dietary and cultural significance will be undertaken in

i Chapter 6.
. .-
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TABLE 5-1: --Inventory of Pribilof subsistence resources

Subsistence Subsistence
Resource* . Resource*

1. Fur seals

2. Sea lions

10. Least auklets

11. Least auklet eggs

3. Hair seals

4. Walrus and whales

12. Lake ducks

13. Sea ducks

5. Reindeer 14. Other birds and eggs

6. Halibut, cod, and 15. Marine invertebrates
other fish

16. Berries
7. Murres and murre eggs

17. Other plants
8. Kittiwakes and

kittiwake eggs 18. Poultry, livestock,
and gardening

9. Cormorants and -
cormorant eggs *

*Numbers correspond to those used in the subsistence
resource discussions in this chapter.

.
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Inventory of subsistence resources

1. Fur Seals

Since the first Aleuts came to the Pribilof Islands.

in the late 17OOs, fur seal meat has been the dietary staple.D
In the past, large numbers of seals, including pups. were

killed each year specifically for food, although this has

changed over time. Prior to refrigeration, seal meat was

either dr.ied or salted for year-round use.

Elliott (1881:22) gives interesting statistics con-

ceirning the amount of fur seal meat eaten each year at

St. Paul: "[Tlhey consume on an average fully 500 pounds a

day the year round: and they are, by the permission of the

Secretary of the Treasury, allowed every fall to kill 5,000

or 6,000 seal-pups, or an average of 22 to 30 young-

'kotickie' for each man, woman, and child in the settlements.

The pups will dress 10 pounds each. This shows an average

consumption of nearly 600 pounds of seal-meat by each person,

large and small, during the year." Elliott adds that the

Aleuts supplemented their basic diet of fur seal with various -

imported foods, including salt beef and pork, potatoes,

onions, butter, and sweet crackers (1881:22-23).

Osgood et al. also computed the yearly fur seal needs

of the Aleuts in 1914 (1915:142):

To ascertain the amount of seal meat really
necessary for the natives, a conference was held on
St. Paul with the agent in charge, Mr. Hatton, and
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with the native chief, John Stepetin. It appeared
that a family of eight persons would consume in one
month 14 fresh seal carcasses or 7 salted ones;
hence fresh meat would be eaten at the rate of 1
3/4 carcasses per capita per month and salt meat at
half that rate or seven-eighths of a carcass per
capita per month.

As fresh seal meat is available for eight months
in the year and salt meat must be relied upon for the
remaining four months, it follows that the total
amount of seal meat needed for one native for a year
is 17.5 carcasses. This amounts to not more than one
pound of meat free of bone per day for each person.
A seal carcass as roughly dressed by the natives and
including bone weighs about 35 pounds. St. Paul,
with a population of 192 natives, is therefore enti-
tled to 3,360 seal carcasses per year for native
food, and St. George, with about half that number of
natives, to about half that amount of meat.

In the 189Os, the fur seal population of the Pribilofs

was in a sharp decline, due mostly.to pelagic sealing. The

government took steps to control the herd, as Jones (1980:37).
relates:

International negotiations, beginning in 1891
and continuing throughout the period of the second
lease [1890-19101, were ineffective. Piecemeal mea-
sures such as prohibiting pelagic sealing during
certain periods of the year and the use of firearms
and explosives in seal hunting as well as limiting
the Pribilof annual harvest for a few years to 7,500
seals for Aleuts' food failed to halt the seal
decline. Neither did a federal law prohibiting .
United States citizens from pelagic sealing.

Tables 5-2 and 5-3 show the importance of seal pups and

bachelors for food in the period from 1870 to 1889. In those

years, an average of 7909 seals per year were used for food

on St. Paul and 1856 per year on St. George. These figures

include an average of 3378 seal pups per year on St. Paul

and 1403 per year on St. George.
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also evident from the figures in Tables 5-2 and 5-3

is that the numbers of seals taken for food are high, indi-

cating the importance of this resource. Nevertheless, these

seals represent, on the whole, about only 10% of all seals

taken. When it is noticed that the majority of bachelor

seal's taken r‘or food also provided acceptable skins for com-

mercial purposes (and, thus, were not a "loss" in terms of

profit-making interests), the percentage of animals killed

exclusively for food becomes even lower.

Part of the government's

herd was to eliminate the taking

efforts

of pups

to control the seal

for food. This was

a severe action from the Aleut point.of view, as pup meat

was greatly preferred. The statement of Kerrick Artomanoff,

Aleut chief of St. Paul, puts it well (U.S. Congress, Senate

1896:146):.

Our people like the meat of the seal, and we eat no
other meat so long as we can get it.

The pup seal-s are ou.r chicken meat . . . but the
Government agent forbade us to kill any in 1891 . . .
and he gave us other meat in place of pup meat, but we
do not like any other meat as well as the pup-seal meat.

To this day, the traditional value of fur seal pups to the

Pribilof Aleuts has not been diminished by pup killing having

been made illegal.

St. Paul. Fur seals are harvested commercially today

on St. Paul; An overview of the harvesting procedure wil.1

provide a perspective from which to view the subsistence use
b

. --
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of these animals. There are presently several fur seal

rookeries and hauling areas on St. Paul; these are shown in

Figure 5-l. Seals begin to arrive on the island in late

spring, with males, which can weigh from 300 to 600 pounds,

forming harems and defending them and their territory.

Females, weighing from 65 to llO.pounds, give birth begin-

ning in mid-June, with a peak in early July. In late June

and continuing throughout the summer, younger, non-breeding

males arrive at the hauling areas adjacent to the rookeries.

By October, seals begin to leave the island, with most

leaving in early November.

The commercial harvest begins in late June (29 June

in 1981) and lasts for five weeks. During this time,

approximately 25,000 animals are taken. The sealing crew

rotates among several of the hauling areas for the harvest,

moving to a new one each day. Subadult males are gathered

together away from the rookeries and hauling area. From
.

this group, small pods are separated off and led to the

stunners, men with long wooden clubs who strike each seal

on the head to crush its thin skull. Almost immediately, the

"sticker" makes a quick cut to the heart and kills the seal.

Following this, cuts are made in the skin around the flippers

and elsewhere, and the pelt is pulled from the carcass. Both

the skins and the carcasses are arranged in rows on the grass

to facilitate counting. Next, butchering of the seals begins

with some people (under contract to the Tanadgusix
t
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Corporation, the village profit corporation formed in accord-

ance with the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act of 1971)

removing the seal "sticks"-the penis bone-which are sold

to the Orient. The carcasses are then loaded onto trucks
.

which take them back to.the village.

.
The fur seal operation is a two-part commercial

enterprise. On the one hand, the government controls the

killing of the seals and the skins that are removed. When

the skins are brought into the village, they are taken to

blubbering, brine, and boxing sheds to prepare them for ship-

ment to South Carolina, where the Fouke Fur Company has an

exclusive contract to process them. On the other hand, the

Tanadgusix Corporation owns the seal carcasses and is

responsible for them once the skins have been removed. After
.

leaving the killing field, the carcasses are brought to the

by-products plant, where they are cut into several pieces by

bandsaw and frozen in a large freezer room. The meat pro-

cessed in this manner is currently sold for a variety of

purposes, including fishing bait and dog food. -

St. Paul residents obtain fur seal meat directly from

the killing grounds. Following the removal of the seal

"sticks" and prior to their being put in trucks, the car-

casses are available to anyone who would like to take meat

or other parts for food. At the start of the sealing season,

desire for fresh seal meat is high, and many people avail
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themselves of the opportunity to obtain some. As the season

progresses, relatively fewer people will come each day,

although at the end of .the season interest is again high.

People not only want to satisfy their immediate desires for

fresh meat, but.also want to take enough meat to freeze until

the start of next year's sealing season. As there is plenty
.

of meat from the 25,000 or so animals killed each year, there

appears to be no great formality or protocol among those

people taking meat. People without transportation to the

killing fields will arrange with friends or family members

to get their meat for them. By these means, all families

in St. Paul obtain seal meat.

A rough estimate by the Tanadgusix Corporation of

the amount of fur seal consumed per household on St. Paul*
is as follows: During the summer months, about 14-20 pounds

are used weekly by each of about 125 households. In winter

each household consumes an average of 15-20 35-pound seals,.
or about 2,000 seals totaling 70,000 pounds for the entire

community.

.

Many parts of the fur seal are used as food in

St. Paul and St. George. Of special importance are the fore

flippers, which are put in barrels with salt to make lastac,

a food which can store for over a year. Table 5-4 lists

various parts of the fur seal, their Aleut names, and their

use as food. Except for differences in the spelling of some
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TABLE 5-4 :--Fur seal parts and their Aleut names and food use

Part of animal Aleut name Used as food

Brain

Tongue

Shoulder

Fore flipper

Brisket

Trunk

Heart

Liver

Kidney

Hind flipper

Testis

Head

Esophagus

Seal-stick (baculum)

Stomach

Intestine

Pancreas

QiiliG .

Agna$

Chuyu;:

Lastahx

Rudiinka2

Saduka2

Kanuu$ixh

Aa$iG

Da%&

Kita$

Sdmlaqak

Kamgi?

-AnGiin

Tugaadi;

San+2

Chiidzin

Kalugushin'

Rarely

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

No

Rarely

Rarely

Yes
1

SOURCE: (Except as noted below) Fr. Michael Lestenkof,
St. Paul, and Iliodor Philemonof, Anchorage.

'From Scheffer (1948:131).
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of the Aleut names, this list diLfers little from that pre-

pared by Scheffer in 1945 (Scheffer 1948). Elliott reports

from over 100 years ago that the Aleuts "do make certain

special uses of the liver, gall, testes, etc., but the exact

application I could not satisfactorily determine" (1881:75).

As far as the authors were able to learn, aside from handi-

craft uses of some parts of the fur seal (e.g., throat),

there are no non-food uses to which these animals are cur-

rently put.

St. George. Commercial seal harvesting on St. George

took place until 1972. In that year, a moratorium was im-

posed on further sealing of any kind by the North Pacific Fur

Seal convention, an international agreement among the United

States, Japan, Canada, and the Soviet Union. Beginning in

1973, no seals could legally be killed on that island, except

for scientific purposes. The moratorium was designed to pro-

vide a control situtation for studying the effects of no seal-
.

ing on St. George as compared to continued sealing operations

on St. Paul. Sealing for subsistence purposes was, for all

practical purposes, ended, although the Convention did allow

for

pelagic sealing [by Indians, Ainos, Aleuts, or Eskimos
dwelling on the coast of the waters north of the 30th
parallel] in canoes not transported by or used in con-
nection with other vessels, and propelled entirely by
oars, paddles, or sails,
five persons each,

and manned by not more than
in the way hitherto practiced and

without the use of firearms: provided that such hunters
are not in the employment of other persons or under
contract to deliver the skins to any person (Convention,
Article VII).
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Thus, in 1973, no subsistence sealing was allowed

on St. George. Instead, meat was sent from the St. Paul

harvest to St. George for food. Jones explains the situa-

tion as follows (1?80:166):

The issue of St. George Aleuts' subsistence
rights was not clearcut. Eager to protect the purity
of its research experiment, the National Marine Fish-
eries Service sought to avert the Aleuts' demand to
engage in subsistence sealing on St. George. At the
same time, the Marine Mammal Protection Act of 1972
assured aborigines subsistence rights, providing they
used aboriginal methods. However, unlike the hunting
of other marine mammals, seal hunting was a land-based
operation: consequently, it wasn't clear that it was
protected in this legislation. To further complicate
the picture, the federal government was still legally
responsible for the Aleuts' welfare: most of those on
St. George were poor and seal meat was their main
staple. Management initially resolved these disparate
considerations by delivering seal meat captured at
St. Paul to St. George.

The meat arrived, but was in poor condition, and the resi-

dents of St. George were not satisfied with the scheme. Over

the years that followed, St. George was finally allowed a

subsistence harvest on their own island, using standard (i.e.,

commercial-type) harvesting methods. A quota of 350 seals.
per year is now in effect, .with 25 animals killed twice per

week for seven weeks during the summer. In 1981, St. George _

subsistence sealing began on 7 July. During these subsis-

tence harvests, meat is available on the killing ground.

generally on a first-come, first-served basis, with the por-

tions left over being brought back to the village on a truck

and made available to anyone not able to get to the harvest.

t
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In addition to the 350 seals taken, meat for the

village is obtained from St. Paul in two ways. First, con-

tainers of fresh hearts and livers are sent to St. George

from the St. Paul harvest on every bimonthly charter plane

'=* du"ring the harvest season. These are made available to all

residents of the village. Second, two or three St. George

men go to St. Paul during the harvest season to butcher,

package, freeze, and send back that seal meat that has been

ordered by St. George residents. A request list for this

purpose is maintained in St. George prior to the sealing

season, and people may sign up for as many specific parts of

fur seals as they desire. Table 5-5 itemizes the village

requests for 1930 and 1981. It must be noted that the

decrease in requests for frozen hearts and livers is likely

due to increased reliance on the fresh shipments of these

parts discussed above. The meat sent to St. George in this

way is frozen, and must be at least partially thawed .in order

to divide among those who had.requested it. As in St. Paul,

all families use fur seal meat.

Additional discussion of the St. George moratorium

and subsistence will be undertaken in Chapter 6. At this

point, it will suffice to state simply that the residents of

St. George are, on the whole, somewhat dissatisfied with the

present manner of obtaining seal meat. The fur seal rook-

eries and hauling grounds on St. George are shown in

L Figure 5-2.-.
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TABLE 5-5 :--Fur seal meat requested by St. George
residents from St. Paul harvest

Part of fur seal 1980 1901. Change

Flippers 2680 3295 . +22.9%

Shoulders 403 430 +6.7%

Ribs 45 269 +497.8%

Chests 340 332 -2.3%

Hearts 500 301 -39.8%

Livers' 500 130 -74.0%

Retiks (part of shoulder) 50 30 -40.0%

Spine

L e g

38 * *

100 * *

Pounds (estimated) 8500 NA me

SOURCE: National Marine Fisheries Service

NA = Data not available

* Spines and legs were not itemized on
the 1981 request list
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7
b. Sea lions

Sea lions have been a major resource of the Pribilof

Islands, in terms both of subsistence as well as of raw

material for manufacturing. Although some of these animals
*

are around throughout the year, many arrive in the spring

and early summer and depart in the fall. The earliest de-

tailed description of sea lions and their use comes from

Khlebnikov (1979:15), writing in the early 16OOs, who states

the following:

The sea lions are found mostly on St. George
Island, and consequently the main industry for it is
there. This begins in May with small numbers of
animals that then become more available in July and
August. They are driven from the beach the same way
as are fur seals, having been controlled in order to
leave the adult males, bachelors, and females behind.
The number, a composite of herds driven, sometimes
ranges from 50 to 100 and up to 150 specimens: during
the drives of sea lions the bachelors often resist
and are let go by the people. Having been driven to
the environs of the settlement,'the  young are killed
with stones and the large animals are shot with guns;
the skins are removed from them and put into piles
in order to rot the hair. The skins are sometimes
left in this state for a month, then cleaned and
stretched on stakes during the winter for drying,
after which the so-called hides are tied up into
bales of 10 for storage and shipment to New Arkhangel
[Sitka].

The total number of sea lions 'killed on
St. George runs up to a thousand and more, and on
St. Paul from 300 to 400, but the young sea lions
are not entered into this count: they are killed
daily for food at any time of the year. Meat from
those killed during the drives becomes rancid for
shipment and is slightly dehydrated for use as food.

.

Khlebnikov also lists additional uses to which sea

lions were put (1979:lS): blubber, rendered into oil,
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barreled, and sent to Sitka for lighting or heating; intes-

tines, for making waterproof clothing; whiskers, for

decorating hats and for shipment to Sitka for trade with the

Tlingit. Later, Khlebnikov's work contains the following
*

information (apparently hand-written by Russian-American'

Company chief manager Baron Ferdinand Wrangel [1830-18351,)

concerning sea lions (1979:22):

For the New Arkhangel office 500 large and
average hides are necessary without fail. In
Unalaska, 4 large bidars [open, sea lion skin-covered
boats used by Aleuts] each require 24 hides of adult
male sea lions to cover three times a year; 5 bidarkas
[covered, kayak-type boats used by Aleuts] each re-
quire from 3 to 6 large or average hides. The Aleuts
have these skins. It is possible to ship many more
sea lion flippers from St. George Island to Unalaska
for shoe soles.

Khlebnikov adds the following interesting information

(1979:9):

The fur traders are convinced that, for con-
trolling equilrbrium  in swimming, sea lions swallow
round stones from sea beaches for ballast. In kill-
ing sea lions, they find them in the stomachs, and
the Aleuts regard the stones as some kind of lucky
sign to come upon and carefully guard them for them-
selves. I found such a stone on the floor in one
house, and out of curiosity kept it for myself.

Finally, Khlebnikov also states that Aleuts went from

St. Paul to Walrus Island to hunt both walrus and sea lions

for food (1979:33). Tikhmenev (1978:409),  probably relying

on Khlebnikov, writes in 1863 that "Sea lion hunting on

St. George is becoming more difficult each year."
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Elliott examines in detail the subsistence and manu-

facturing values of sea lions. His lengthy description of

the manner in which sea lions were obtained on St. Paul is

worthy of quotation, as it provides first-hand appreciation

for the effort'involved in acquiring these animals (1881:

89-91):

PREPARATIONS FOR THE DRIVE.--Along by the middle
or end of September, as late sometimes as November,
and after the fur-seal rookeries have broken up for
the season, fifteen or twenty of the very best men in
the village are selected, by one of their chiefs, for
a sea-lion rendezvous at Northeast point: they go up
there with their provisions, tea and sugar, and blan-
kets, and make themselves at home in the barrabbora
and houses, which I have located on the sketch-map of
Novastoshnah, prepared to stay, if necessary, a month,
or until they shall get the whole drove together of
two or three hundred sea-lions.

i3lETHODS OF DRIVING SEA-LIONS.--The "seevitchie",
as the natives call these animals, cannot be
approached successfully by daylight, so these hunters

. lie by, in this house of Webster's, until a favorable
night comes along--one in which the moon is partially
obscured by drifting clouds, and the wind blows over
them from the rookery where the sea-lions lie: such
an opportunity being afforded, they step down to the
beach at low water, and proceed to creep on all-fours
over the surf-beaten sand..and boulders up to the doz-
ing herd, and between it and the high-water mark where
it rests. In this way, a small body of natives,
crawling along in Indian file, may pass unnoticed by
the sea-lion sentries, which doubtless, in the uncer-
tain light see, but confound, the forms of their
human enemies with those of seals. When the creeping
Aleuts have all reached the strip of beach that is
left bare by ebb-tide, which is between the water and
the unsuspecting animals, at a given signal from
their crawling leader they all at once leap to their
feet, shout, yell, brandishing their arms, and firing
off pistols, while the astonished and terrified lions
roar and flounder in all directions.

BEHAVIOR OF THE SEA-LIONS WHEN SURPRISED.--If, at
the moment of surprise, the brutes are sleeping with
their heads pointed toward the water, they rise up in
fright and charge straight on in that way directly
over the men themselves, but if their heads have been. .-
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resting at this instant pointed landward, up they
rise and follow that course just as desperately, and
nothing will turn them either one way or the other:
those sea- lions which charged for the water are lost,
of course, but the natives promptly follow up the
land-turned animals with a rare combination of horri-
ble noises and demoniacal gesticulations, until the
first frenzied spurt and exertions of the terrified
creatures so completely exhaust them that they fall
panting, gasping, prone upon the earth, extended in
spite of their huge bulk and powerful muscles, help-
less, and at the mercy of their cunning captors:
who, however, instead of slaying them as they lie,
rudely rouse them up again, and urge the herd along
to the house, in which they have been keeping this
watch during the several days past.

THE "CORRAL".--Here, at this point, is a curious
stage in the proceedings. The natives drive up to
that "Webster's" house the 25 or 30 or 40 sea-lions,
as the case may be, which they have just captured-
they seldom get more at any one time-and keep them
in a corral or pen right by the barrabbora, on the
flattened surface of a sandridge, in the following
comical manner: when they have huddled up the "pod",
they thrust stakes down around it at intervals of 10
to 30 feet, to which strips of cotton cloth are flut-
tering as flags, and a line or two of sinew-rope, or
thong of hide, is strung from pole to pole around the
grow, making a circular cage, as it were; within
this flimsy circuit the stupid sea-lions are securely
imprisoned; and though they are incessantly watched
by two or three men, the whole period of caging and
penning which I observed, extending over nine or ten
days and nights, passed without a single effort being
made by the "seevitchie" *to break out of their flimsy
bonds: and it was passed by these animals not in
stupid quiescence, but in alert watchfulness: writhing,
twisting, turning one upon and over the other.

By this method of procedure, af<er the laose
usually of two or three weeks, a succession of favor-
able nights will have occurred; and the natives secure
their full quota, which, as I have said before, is
expressed by a herd of two or three hundred of these
animals.

PREPA-RATION AND METHOD OF DRIVING TO THE VILLAGE.--
The complement filled, the natives prepare to drive
their herd back to the village, over the grassy and.
mossy uplands and intervening stretches of sand-dune
tracts, fully eleven miles, preferring to take the
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trouble of prodding the clumsy brutes, wayward and
obstinate as they are, rather than to pack their
heavy hides in and out of boats: making, in this way,
each sea-lion carry its own skin and blubber down to
the doors of their houses in the village. If the
weather is normally wet and cold, this drive, or
caravan of sea-lions, can be driven to the point of
destination in five or six days: but, should it be
dry and warmer than usual, three weeks, and even
longer, will elapse before the circuit is traversed.

When the drive is started the natives gather
around the herd on all sides, save the opening which
they leave pointing in the direction in which they
desire the animals to travel; and, in this manner
they escort and urge the "seevitchie" on to their
final resting and slaughter near the village. The
young lions and the females being much lighter than
the males, less laden with fat or blubber, take the
lead; for they travel twice and thrice as easy and
as fast as the old males; which, by reason of their
immense avoirdupois, are incapable of moving ahead
more than a few rods at a time, when they are com-
pletely checked by sheer loss of breath, though the
vanguard of the females allures them strongly on:
but, when an old sea-lion feels his wind coming
short, he is sure to stop, sullenly and surlily
turning upon the drivers, not to move again until
his lungs are clear.

In this method and manner of conduction the .
natives stretch the herd out in extended file, or,
as a caravan, over the line of march, and, as the
old bulls pause to savagely survey the field and
catch their breath, showing their wicked teeth, the
drivers have to exercise'every art. and all their
ingenuity in arousing them to fresh efforts. This
they do by clapping boards and bones together,
firing fusees, and waving flags; and, of late, and
best of all, the blue gingham umbrella repeatedly
opened and closed in the face of an old bull has
been a more effective starter than all the other
known artifices or savage expedients of the natives.

ARRIVAL OF THE DRIVE AT THE VILLAGE.--The
procession of sea-lions managed in this strange man-
ner day and night- for the natives never let up-is
finally brought to rest within a stone's throw of
the village, which has pleasurably anticipated, for
days, and for weeks, its arrival, and rejoices in -
its appearance. The men get out their old rifles
and large sea-lion lances, and sharpen their knives,
while the women look well to their oil-pouches, and
repair to the field of slaughter with meat-baskets
on their heads.
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MANNER IN WHICH THE KILLING IS CONDUCTED.--No
attempt is made, even by the boldest Aleut, to
destroy an old bull sea-lion by spearing the enraged
and powerful beast, which, now familiar with man and
conscious as it were of his puny strength, would
seize the lance between his jaws and shake it from
the hands of the stoutest one in a moment. Recourse
is had to the rifle. The herd is started up the
sloping flanks of the Black Bluff hillside: the fe-
ILLair:, llzl~l 9behind. Then the marksmen, walking up to
within a few paces of each animal, deliberately draw
their sights upon their heads and shoot them just
between the eye and the ear. The old males thus
destroyed, the cows and females are in turn surrounded
by the natives, who, dropping their rifles, thrust
the heavy iron lances intd their trembling bodies at
a point behind the fore-flippers, touching the heart
with a single lunge.

The uses of sea lions which Khlebnikov described

were largely identical to those which Elliott witnessed a

half century later. Elliott states (1881:91):

[The sea,lion] supplies [the Aleuts] with its
hide, moustaches, flesh, fat, sinews, and intes-
tines, which they make up into as many necessary
garment&, dishes, etc. They have abundant reason
to treasure its skin highly, for it is the covering
to their neat bidarkies and bidarrahs, the former
being the small kyak of Bering Sea, while the lat-
ter is a boat of all work, exploration, and trans-
portation. These skins are unhaired by sweating
in a pile: then they are deftly sewed and care-
fully stretched over a light keel and frame of wood,
making a perfectly water-tight boat that will stand,
uninjured, the softening influence of water for'a
day or two- at a time, if properly air-dried and
oiled. After being used during the day, these
skin boats are always drawn out on the beach, turned
bottom-side up and air-dried during the night: in
this way made ready for employment again on the
morrow.

He adds that the intestines are dried and cut into strips,

which are sewn- into waterproof garments. The throats are

dried and utilized for "boot tops, which are in turn soled
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by the tough skin that composes the palms of this animal's

fore-flippers" (1881:92). The stomachs were dried and used

as oil containers, and the whiskers were traded to the

Chinese, who put them to various uses.

Again, Elliott's description of the butchering and

use of an old male sea lion by an Aleut woman is valuable

in its entirety (1881:91-92n):

She first removed the skin, being actively aided
in this operation by an uncouth boy: she then cut off
the palms of both fore-flippers: the boy at the same
time pulled out the moustache bristles: she then cut
out its gullet, from the glottis to its junction with
the stomach, carefully divested it of all fleshy
attachments, and fat; she then cut out the stomach
itself, and turned it inside out, carelessly scraping
the gastric walls free of copious biliary secretions,
the inevitable bunch of ascaris; she then told the boy
to take hold of the duodenum end of the small intes-
tine, and as he walked away with it she rapidly
cleared it of its attachments, so that it was thus un-
coiled to its full length of at least 60 feet; then
she severed it, and then it was recoiled by the
"melchiska", and laid up with the other members just
removed, except the skin, which she had nothing more
to do with. She then cut out the liver and ate
several large pieces of that workhouse of the blood
before dropping it into the meat-pouch. She then
raked up several handfuls of the "leaf-lard", or hard,
white fat that is found in moderate quantity around -
the viscera of all these pinnipeds, which she also
dumped into the flesh-bag: she then drew her knife
through the large heart, but did not touch it other-
wise, lookinq at it intently, however, as it still
quivered in unison with the warm flesh of the whole
carcass. She and the boy then poked their fingers
into the tumid lobes of the immense lungs, cutting
out portions of them only, which were also put into
the grimy pouch aforesaid: then she secured the gall-
bladder and slipped it into a small yeast-powder tin,
which was oroduced by the urchin: then she finished
her economical dissection by cutting the sinews out'
of the back in unbroken bulk from the cervical verte-
bra to the sacram; all these were stuffed into that
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skin bag, which she threw on her back and supported
it by a band over her head: she then trudged back
to the barrabkie from whence she sallied a short
hour ago . . .; she made the following disposition
of its contents: The palms were used to sole a pair
of tarbosars, or native boots, of which, the uppers
and knee tops were made of gullets--one sea-lion
gullet to each boot top; the stomach was carefully
blown up, and left to dry on the barrabkie roof,
eventually to be filled with oil rendered from sea-
lion or fur-seal blubber. The small intestine was
carefully injected with water and cleansed, then
distended with air, and pegged out between two
stakes, 60 feet apart, with little cross-slats here
and there between to keep it clear of the ground.
When it is thoroughly dry, it is ripped up in a
straight line with its length and pressed out into
a broad band of parchment gut, which she cuts up
and uses in making a waterproof "kamlaikie", sew-
ing it with those sinews taken from the back. The
liver, leaf-lard, and lobes of the lungs were eaten
without further cooking, and the little gall-bag
was for some use in poulticing a scrofulous sore.
The moustache-bristles were a venture of the boy,
who gathers all that he can, then sends them to
San- Francisco, where they find a ready sale to the
Chinese, who pay about one cent apiece for them.
When the natives cut up a sea-lion carcass, or one
of a fur-seal, on the killing-grounds for meat,
they take only the hams and loins. Later in the
season they eat the entire carcass, which they hang
up by the hind-flippers on a "laabas" by their
houses.

.

Osgood et al. certainly witnessed a drastically

reduced take of sea lions during their trip to the Pribilofs

in 1914 than had Elliott some 40 years earlier. They pre-

sent a summary of the number of sea lions killed on St. Paul

from 1870 to 1909; their data are included in Table 5-6.

The killing evidenced in Table 5-6 was for more than subsis-

tence utilization, and, from a sea lion population basis,

could not be sustained further: ". . . the number [of sea

lions] had [by 19091 become so reduced as to lead the
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TABLE S-6:--Sea lions killed on St. Paul, 1870-1909

i

Year Number Killed Remarks

1870 123
1871 w-w
1872 200
1873 290
1874 506

1875 402

1876 292

1 8 7 7 38

1878 : 300
1879 195
1880 66
1881 287

1882 214

1883 139
1884 253
1885 30
1886 356

1887
1888
1889
1890
1891

1892 50

1893 35
1894 96
'1895 17
1896 25
1897 22
1898 33
1899-1909 e-B

138 .
30
30
41

B-w

No record.kept

Driven from Northeast Point
Includes about 300 driven

from Northeast Point
Includes 340 driven from

Northeast Point
Includes 188 driven from

Northeast Point
Most killed at Northeast

Point
Driven from Northeast Point
Driven from Northeast Point
Killed at Northeast Point
20 killed on Walrus Island:

remained driven from
Northeast Point

Includes 100 driven from
Northeast Point *

Killed at Northeast Point
Killed at Northeast Point
Killed at Northeast Point
Includes 190 driven from

Northeast Point
Killed at Northeast Point
Killed at Northeast Point
Killed at Northeast Point
Killed at Northeast Point
Only a few, mainly pups,

killed for food
Approximate number: mainly

Pups
Approximate number

Bulls

Bulls
Only a few per year

SOURCE: Osgood et al. (1915:120-121)
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[government1 agent to believe that it would be advisable not

to kill any more for several years" (Osgood et al. 1915:121).

This decline in the number of sea lions probably limited the

degree to which they could be used for subsistence purposes,

rather than, as the following statement by O;gcL ct ~1.

leads one to suspect, Aleuts were losing their taste for

such food (1915:119):

[Fl]ith the growing tendency of the inhabitants
to adopt imported food and clothing, the importance
of the animal has dwindled until practically its
only economic use is found in the manufacture of the
huge bidarras. The adoption of modern methods of
managing the business of the islands will undoubt-
edly demand the discarding of these boats as a means
of landing cargo, and with them will vanish the
importance of the sea lion as an economic factor.

It is interesting to note that Osgood et al. were

incorrect on both counts: baidars are still used to lighter

freight in the Pribilofs (although the boats are now covered

with canvas instead of sea lion skins), and sea lions never-

theless are very much-an impor'tant subsistence item in both

communities.

Today, sea lions occur in the Pribilof Islands in

moderate numbers, with most being. on Walrus Island. Table

5-7 enumerates the sea lions of the Pribilofs and Aleutians.

Hunt (1976:92) counted between 1562 and 1684 sea lions on

Walrus Island during a brief aerial survey.
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TABLE 5-7:--Steller sea lions in the Aleutian and Pribilof
Islands

Location Estimated Population

Aleutian Islands 100,200

St. Paul Island and Sea Lion Rock 300

Otter Island 160

Walrus Island 4,500

St. George Island 1,200

Total 106,360

SOURCE: Kenyon and Rice (1961); Kenyon (1962)
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St. Paul. Sea lions are hunted on St. Paul today

mainly around Northeast Point and Reef Point, although

additional hunting locations are at and north of Halfway

Point, near Zapadni Point on the west side of English Bay,

at Southwest Point, and at Whr's ?ct-"_t z?d Il:kanin Point

on the east side of Lukanin Hill (Figure s-3).

Hunting begins in some locations in September,

depending on the departure of the fur seals from their rook-

eries and hauling grounds, and the hunting season continues

through May. Early in the season, hunters may lock for sea

lions on land near the rookeries; but throughout most of the

hunting season, sea lions are obtained in the water by hunt-

ers along- the shore.

Choice of hunting location is dependent largely on

two factors. First, winds and currents are taken into

Y account. Since the animals are shot in the sea, it is

necessary for the conbined forces of wind and current to

bring the animal close enough to shore for the hunter to

retrieve. Onshore winds, therefore, are the ideal, and

with westerly winds, for example, hunters will likely choose

hunting locations on the west side of Reef Point or on the

west side of Northeast Point.

The second factor affecting choice of hunting loca-

tion is transportation. While Northeast Point appears to
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be the overall fa170rite sea lion hunting location, those

hunters who do not possess, or have access to, the necessary

transportation to get there must depend on the Reef Point

area instead, which is within easy walking distance-of the

village. Northeast Point, however, is sometimes impossible

for anyone to reach, since blowing snow often makes the road

there difficult to travel.

Sea lion hunting may be a lone endeavor, although on

many hunts small groups of men go together. Though some

particular locations are considered to be the best hunting

spots, there is no ownership of these, and access to them is

on a first-come basis. Hunters stand or sit along the shore

or cliff edge, waiting for a sea lion to swim by. When one

is sighted, the hunters poise themselves for the shot as the

animal submerges and fire when it comes to the surface. If

a strike has been made, they must wait until the sea lion

drifts close enough to shore to use their "sea dog," a

wooden device with three or four large fishhooks attached.

The sea dog is thrown past the sea li'on and pulled back to

shore, catching one of its hooks in the animal. Other near-

by hunters, alerted to the kill, assist in looking for and

later hauling in the sea lion.

,tlany hours may be spent by sea lion hunters waiting

to sight an animal, and waiting for a wounded sea lion to

drift close to shore can take additional hours. On some
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occasions, sea lion hunting is combined with duck hunting,

as the hunting locations for ducks and sea lions are largely

the same.

On those occasionswhen a sea lion does not drift

within sea dog range by the end of the day, hunters will

often go out the next morning to see if the body has come

ashore. The meat is considered to be edible if found soon

the day 'after the hunt.

When a sea lion is brought to shore, it is skinned,

and butchered quickly, especially if the temperature is very

cold. The hunter who shot the animal keeps the choicest

parts, which vary among hunters. If other hunters are on

hand-, they are given meat: if there are no others, or if

there-is an abundance of meat, a CB radio call to the village

will invite interested persons to partake. A hunter will

often divide his meat upon returning to the village and share

portions with friends and family. Sharing is generally

reciprocal, and some older people who can not hunt may give

a box of ammunition to a younger hunter in exchange for a

gift of meat. Reciprocity is not required, and needy indi-

viduals are always provided for. Besides meat, sea lion

blubber is used by some families to make oil. Such oil is

eaten with other foods.
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In addition to the hunting implements mentioned

above, Table 5-8 itemizes other necessary and optional hunt-

ing equipment. \s;hilc sea lion hunting can be a laborious,

time-consuminq enterprise, it is not an especially costly

one, as Table 5-8 indicates.

The approx,;..;-ate number of sea lions killed and

retrieved during the 1980-81 hunting season in St. Paul was

estimated as being about 35. Underscoring the fact that sea

lion hunting is difficult is the further evidence that an

additional 35-50 sea lions may have been shot, but lost.

Sea lion hunting is a subsistence activity of major impor-

tance to the people of St. Paul. On one beautiful day in

March, 1981, it. was reported that the shops in St. Paul

"were closed down for hunting" and that "the cliffs were

lined with people."

st. George. On St. George, sea lions are hurited

along a number of stretches of shoreline cliffs, including

the eastern half of the north shore of the island, the

Zapadni Bay coast, and southeast of Dalnoi Point. In the

past, sea lion were very numerous just east of Garden Cove

(Figure S-4).

Virtually all aspects of sea lion hunting on

St. George are identical to those on St. Paul. On St. George,

more sea lion hunting takes place by boat than on St. Paul, a
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TABLE 5-8: --Total cost and yearly cost of sea lion hunting
per hunter .

Item cost Useful Life (yrs) Cost Per Year

Necessary

Rifle

Ammunition

Sea dog

Butchering tools

Long line for
hoisting

$300

5140

NEG

NEG

NEG

Pack sacks for
transporting
meat NEG

Optional

3-wheeler vehicle NC NC NC

Snowmachine NC

Car/truck NC

c. 10

1

--

--

$30

$140

NEG

NEG

NEG

NEG

NC NC

NC NC

Skiff + motor NC NC NC

First year cost $440 we ed

.
Total cost per year -- -- $170

NOTE: All figures approximate, depending on product
brand, shipping route to the Pribilofs, and other factors.

NEG = Negligible

NC = Not calculated, since primary use of item is
not for sea lion hunting.
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situation at 123st partially due to the limited road system

on St. Geor,;e ; most hunting, however, takes place from shore.

The 1980-Sl hunting season was considered by many

residents of St. George to have been poor for sea lion, with

about lo-20 animals taken. Normally, 35-40 sea lions would

be killed. It was estimated that more are lost than

retrieved, and beaches generally are not checked the next

day for sea lions that might have washed ashore overnight

since the meat of such animals is considered to be too old.

Again, the limited road system might make it difficult to

get back to a hunting location to check for sea lions washed

ashore the following day.

As on St. Paul, sea lion meat and blubber are uti-

lized, the latter by some families to make oil. One ._

St. George resident still possesses sea lion oil ointment

made 40 years ago for medicinal use.
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3. Hair Seals

Hair seals zre found in low numbers around both

St. Paul and St. George and are only very occasionally used

as food. Elliott (1831:75) reports a century ago that "the

natives say th,at the,meat of the hair-seal . . . is superior

to [sea- lion or fur seal]." This is certainly not the case

today, although it is said that some Aleuts who have moved

to the Pribilofs from the Aleutian Islands, where hair seal

is very common, do favor hair seal over other sea mammals.

As was reported for the fur seal, the meat and various

organs (e.g., heart and liver) are eaten.

St. Paul. Although very few hair seals are hunted

today on St. Paul, they may be found on the south coast of

the island west of the village, around North Point, and

near Tonki Point (Figure 5-5). They are qenerally hunted

'today only when 'other sea mammals are scarce. Some people

prefer hair seal oil to that of sea lion or fur seal.

St. George. As on St. Paul, very few hair seal are

hunted on St. George. In the past, they were hunted near

Garden Cove, and today they may be hunted at Zapadni Bay,

along the north shore of the island toward Dalnoi ?oint,

along the coast near the village, at Tolstoi Point, and

around Sealion Point (Figure 5-6). Two informants who enjoy

hair seal mentioned that the meat may be dried-for future

use. Hair seal oil is also used by some families.
-
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4. Walrus and whales

Neither walrus nor whales have ever been an impor-

tant subsistent resource to Aleuts of the Pribilof Islands,

although in the earl: days of occupation of the islands wal-

rus were quite numerous on St. Paul Island and Walrus Island

and less so on St. George Island. Walrus tusks provided

important income for the Russian-American Company: "In the

mid-1810s the company procured over 7200 pounds of walrus

ivory annually on the Pribilofs alone" (Gibson 1976:36),

although in earlier years even more was obtained (see Elliott

1881:93n). By Elliott's time (1870~1, however, only a few

of these animals could be found on Walrus Island (1881:93).

Whales occasionally wash ashore on both St. Paul and

St. George, and from time to time their meat, blubber, and

bones were used (Preble and McAtee 1923:llS; True 1899).

In the summer of 1981, a large finback whale washed ashore

on St. Paul, and several residents considered utilizing it.

While they did not do so, their discussions concerning the

whale indicated that salvaging meat had taken place within

living memory.
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5. Reindeer

Reindeer were introduced to the Pribilof Islands in

1911, when 21 does and 4 bucks were landed on St. Paul in

August and 12 does and 3 bucks on St. George in September.

Within ths fixst sr:Veral years, the herds on the islands

increased to more than 150 each (Osgood et al. 1915:117).

While these introductions were "primarily for the benefit of

the natives, they [took] practically no interest in the

animals" (Osgood et al. 1915:118), and the reindeer were

seen, instead, to hold potential value as a source of fresh

meat for non-Aleut Government employees on the islands.

The St. George herd reached a maximum size of about

200 in 1922, but experienced a gradual decline since that

time. The St. Paul herd grew to more than 1900 by 1938, but

severe winters in 1933-1940 and 1945-1956 resulted in sub-

stantial decline in the reindeer population on both islands

(U.S. Department of the Interior 1952:59). By 1947,

St. Paul's herd was down to about 250 animals, and that of

St. George to 20 animals (U.S. Department of the Interior

1950:71). Apparently, such declines were due primarily from

natural causes, such as severe winters and falls over cliffs.

By 1948, St. George had lost all of its reindeer, while those

on St. Paul were drastically reduced in number. In 1952,

reindeer were brought to St. Paul from Nunivak Island to

augment the herd (Foote et al. 1968:17).

. .
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St. Paul. A herd of approximately 400 reindeer now

occupies the island of St. Paul. During the summer months,

the herd is usually found in the hills of the western and

central portion of the island, although its yearly range in-

cludes almost the entire island, with the exception of the

area to the northeast of the southwest shore of Big Lake

(Figure 5-7). On rare occasions, reindeer have been known

to venture within a short distance of the village.

During the winter of 1980-81, the Tanadgusix Corpo-

ration maintained a record of the reindeer taken by means of

a formal permit system. Prior to that season, an informal

permit system was utilized. In 1980-81, hunters were required

to obtain (at no cos,t) a permit which allowed the killing of

one animal. Conditions for granting the permits are contained

in Figure 5-8. Of the 87 permits issued, 23 kill reports

were returned. According to Tanadgusix Corporation estimates,

however, it is likely that nearly all of the hunters issued-

permits did, in fact, obtain reindeer but some failed to re-

port their kill.

On the basis of the 23 kill reports, the following

information was obtained: The 23 reports comprise informa-

tion on kills by 21 different individuals. The kills

occurred at several different locations around the island,

with the first reported on 5 September and the last on 11

January. The hunters' estimated size of the herd was just
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LISTED BELOLV‘ .-:RE THE OBLIGATIONS OF THE HUNTER:

1. To take as much of the carcass of the slain animal as
possible.

2. To take only one deer per permit, or as specified in
the permit.

3. To report slain deer within 2 days to the Tanadgusix
office.

4. To absolutely avoid wild herd shooting. (You could
lose your privilege of hunting reindeer in the future
if you are caught doing this.)

5. Select your animal carefully.

6. You must use the rifle that is listed in this applica-
tion.

7. You must keep your vehicle off the tundra when hunting.

8. Any reindeer shot and wounded must be tracked down and
killed. If this is not possible, the wounded deer
Must be reported to the Tanadgusix office.

I have read the Regulations
for hunting reindeer in
1980 and will comply.

.

Figure 5-8:--Application
on St. Paul.

for reindeer hunting permit
(Copied from application supplied by the

Tanadgusix Corporation, St. Paul.)
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over 320, tkuqh estimates ranged from 150 to 500. Lower

estimates could, of course, indicate that the herd was

split into a number of groups, not an uncommon occurrence.

Thirteen female and 9 male reindeer were killed, with average

estimated age of 2.0 and 3.1 years, respectively. The. most

popular caliber rifle utilized was a .30-06 (30.4%), although

. 270, . 308 Savage, .243, 7mm Magnum, and several other cali-

bers were also used.

Reindeer hunting on St. Paul is sometimes done by a

group of men who travel to different parts of the island in

search of the animals. Some men try to drive the animals

towards others who actually do the killing. The reindeer

are kept as calm as possible prior to killing to insure good

quality meat, and prior to shooting, each hunter,will pick

a reindeer to shoot at so that each man may get his own.

In addition to the rifles described above, CB's, vehicles

(trucks or 3-wheelers), butchering knives, and ropes for

dragging the animal are necessary items of equipment.

St. George. In 1980, reindeer were brought from

Umnak Island in the Aleutians to St. George. Ten animals

survived both the voyage and the winter of 1980-81, and five

or six new calves were born to the small herd during the

spring. No hunting of this herd will take place for many

years.
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6. Halibut, cod, and other fish

Fishin? has always been of major importance to the

subsistence of Pribilof Aleuts. Khile salmon and other

anadromous fish are absent from these islands, an abundance

of halibut and, to a lesser extent, cod is found in the

waters of this area.

Elliott (1881:136) describes halibut fishing in the

1870s as follows:

[The Aleuts] fish in small, "one hole" bidarkies:
they venture together in squads of four to six: one
man alone in the kyack is not able to secure a "bolshoi
poltoos" [halibut]; the method, when the halibut is
hooked, is to call for your nearest neighbor in his
bidarka, who paddles swiftly up; you extend your paddle
to him, retaining your own hold, and he grasps it, then
you seize his in turn, thus, making it impossible to
capsize, while the large and powerfully struggling fish
is brought to the surface between the canoes, and
knocked on the head; it is then towed ashore and car-
ried, in triumph, to the lucky captor's house.

It is noteworthy that fishing from Aleut bidarkas

lasted at least until 1876, but that by the time Osgood et al.

observed fishing in St. Paul and St. George in 1914, they

were able to state that "they have now entirely abandoned the

use of this craft, in the management of which their ancestors

were so proficient, and now fish only from large rowboats"

(1915:125).

Osgood et al. also reported that "the aggregate food

value of [fish] has been very great" (1915:125), indicating
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that both halibut and cod were taken in large numbers and

that sculpin were also caught on both islands. "Because of

the weather conditions it follows that most of the fishing

is done in the summer, but it can be successfully conducted

in some seasons as late as the last of October, and in some

cases even into December" (Osgood et al. 1915:125).

St. Paul. , Elliott (1881: 14) writes that fishermen

from St. Paul obtained halibut within several miles of Reef

Point and along the south shore in July and August. Osgood

et al. (1915:125) states that "The place usually resorted to

by the people of St. Paul is a mile or two off East Landing

where both cod and halibut are taken." Today, the most popu-

lar halibut fishing locations are to the east of East Landing

and several areas adjacent to and out from the south shore of

the island (Figure 5-9). Cod are relatively infrequently

caught on St. Paul and are incidental to halibut.

Selection of a fishing location depends on currents,

tides, and weather factors. In addition, concentrations of

halibut vary throughout the season among the different fish-

ing locations, and this is also taken into account.

An interesting ‘aspect of halibut fishing today is the

continuing need, as Elliott described above, of cooperation.

Virtually all fishing in St. Paul is done by two men working

together in a boat, usually a 16-foot aluminum skiff. These
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fishing partnerships are relatively ctable and are based, it

appears, on a variety of factors--family, friendship, need.

It is often the case that one member of a partnership pos-

sesses the necessary boat and motor, while the other member

owns neither, although in some instances equipment is jointly

owned and/or pooled by the partners. Partners must be able

to depend on one another for fishing success and safety,

since a large halibut often can present a difficult and dan-

gerous situation to fishermen in a small, lightweight skiff.

A man may fish with someone other than his partner on those

occasions when the partner is not able to go. There are cur-

rently approximately 50 skiffs in St. Paul, and on a calm

night it is not uncommon to see at least lo-15 skiffs in the

water fishing.

In 1981, the St. Paul Tanadgusix Corporation, in

cooperation with the authors, conducted a survey of house-

holds to gather information on a number of issues regarding

halibut. A copy of the survey form is contained in Figure

S-10. Results of the survey, which was returned by 26 house- -

holds, include a slight increase in the number of halibut

caught per family (from 19.0 to 20.5) from 1978 to 1979.

Also, at least approximately 50% of the households reported

both giving halibut to and receiving halibut from other

households, indicating the strongreciprocal nature of subsis-

tence sharing in the Pribilofs. Over 80% of the households

surveyed reported that they shared halibut with others.
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T:\e  Tanadgusi :( cot-;crs t_;an, ir zooperation  with t!le jtate of ,'\ltiSI:f,  is askirlq t.'::i
ilt!acf of the IIOUS~!IC~~ t0 fi;l ';n t!lis survey questionnaire. This slrrvey wi';: he
used by TDX to sutiilit information to the International tlalibvf. Commission to silow
t!*e imcortance of hali jut to our people. If this is not done, we may face the
AJriaer of limitinq or ciimination of our subsistence use of halibut, if Limited
Ent& is establisfied for halibut in the future.

1. iiow many peopio are in Ifour household?

2. iiow many people in your household fish for halibut?

3. How many haliS3t $:!id izhey catch in total (19RO)?

n-t. Cid you share zny Ilali'sut ,x<th other households? YES NO

NUMBEP. CF tiAL;CUT CAUGHT

Figure S-10 :--Tanadgusix Corporation halibut
survey questionnaire.
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St. George. Elliott (1881:136) reports that "The

St. George nati't-es have caught codfish just off the Tolstoi

head early in June, but it is a rare occurrence." Osgood

et al. (1915:125) states that "Off St. George there are two

principal fishing banks, one about 3 miles to the eastward

of the village landing, and about half a mile from shore

where only cod are taken: the other is 2 miles west of the

village, and half a mile from shore, and here the principal

catrh is halibut." Today, halibut is caught around much of

the island (Figure S-11), while cod is taken chiefly from

the north side of the island (Figure S-12). As at St. Paul,

specific fishing locations on a given day are determined

largely on the basis of currents, tides, and weather.

The same basic pattern of fishing partnerships

described above for St. Paul is also found on St. George,

although it may be somewhat less widespread in the latter

community. It was estimated by informants that perhaps 250-

400 halibut are caught in St. George annually: returning

fqom a fishing trip with three halibut is considered a very

good catch, although greater numbers are not unknown. It

was reported by informants that over the past several years

cod fishing has improved in the waters around St. George.

There are approximatley 17 skiffs in St. George today.

Discussion. Three additional points should be men-

tioned regarding fishing in St. Paul and St. George. First,
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in addition to cod s,ld halibut, sculpin are sometimes taken

by residents of both islands. These fish are probably most

popular with some older residents. Second, the equipment

required to fish for halibut (or other fish) is itemized in

Table 5-9. While the figures are approximate, it is clear

that both the first year cost and'cost per year are substan-

tial amounts: this underscores the importance (bcth dietary

and cultural) of halibut to their subsistence economy.

Third, halibut, like other subsistence resources, is shared

among community members, especially during the fishing sea-

son when the fish is fresh.
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TABLE 5-g:-- Total cost and yearly cost of halibut fishing
per fisherman

Item cost Useful Life (yrs) Cost Per Year
- - -  e

16-foot aluminum
skiff $1600 5-10 $80-160

25 HP outboard $1500 2-3 $500-750

VHF radio

Fuel

Oars

Fishing line

Tackle

$400 10

$10

$40

NEG

Bait 0 -- 0

First year cost $3680 -- --

Total cost per year -- -- $775-1105

NOTE: All figures approximate, depending on product
brand, shipping route to the Pribilofs, and other factors.

NEG = Negligible
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7. !.lurres and murre eggs

The earliest reference

letting in the Pribilofs comes

who writes of the early 1800s:_"

to murre hunting and egg col-

from Khlebnikov (1979:16)',

. . . [F]or use in parkas, only three kinds [of
birds].are obtained, i.e., murre, tufted puffin, and
horned puffin. Various methods are used to catch them.
Bags, similar to those,used for trapping fish, are
sometimes made and when a bird flies near the cliffs,
the sack is raised to cover and entangle it in the net-
ting. Sometimes individual nets l-1/2 fathoms in
length and width are made, which are also thrown onto
the.cliff, at a place where the most birds are seen.
The netting is stretched out during the drop, and the
birds, seeing this, rise from the site, get caught in
the net, and are pulled up together. A method still
used to catch birds involves a mesh made from baleen,
which is lowered on a string to the cliffs. The har-
vesting of birds begins in May for the murre, and in
June for the horned puffin. The number of birds taken
on St. George Island is from 1,000 to 2,000 and on
St. Paul Island from 5,000 to 7,000. On this latter
island, up to 150 parkas are sometimes made, into
which go 48 skins of murres. Besides their use in
parkas, large numbers of birds are caught for food:
during a continuous harvest, the meat of these birds
is to a large extent dried for winter use. The eggs
of various birds are collected in May and June.
Having been lowered on straps to the cliffs, the
people collect the eggs, which are pulled up by bucket.
'The collection of eggs is sometimes combined with
danger, because straps *wear through on the rocks and
the hunter, having been broken off, drops down and is
hurt or fatally injured. For which there were many
examples in various places. The eggs of birds placed
in sea lion fat keep well for use throughout the year.

Walrus Island, until recently, was an important site

for murre egg collecting. Elliott, reporting that the Aleuts

went to Walrus Island only once a year for a few days during

the egging season (1881:93), describes this activity in the

following way (1881:126) :
. .-
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But the heart of the Aleut swells to its gas-
tronomic happiness when he can repair, in the months
of June and July, to . . . the lava table-bed of
Walrus islet, and put his . . . hands on the gaily
colored eggs of the "arrie" . . .; and if he were
not the most Improvident of men, instead of taking
only enough for the day, he would lay up a great

. store for" the morrow, but he never does. . . . On
. . . July 5, 1872, six men loaded a badarrah at
Walrus islet, capable of carrying four tons exclu-

. sive of our crew, down to the water's edge with
eggs I in less than three working hours.

Elliott's description is supplemented by a drawing of Aleuts

"Gathering Eggs on.Walrus Island" (1881:Plate XXVIII).

Osgood et al. reports from 1914 the following

concerning murres and their eggs (1915:122):

Many of the birds are shot, especially in the
spring, and the eggs are an important article of
food . . e . Many are taken from the cliffs of the
two main islands, but the main source of supply is
Walrus Island, about 10 miles from St. Paul. Here
the birds nest to the number of many thousands. It
is the custom for the natives to go to this island
about the middle of June, when the birds have fairly
started nesting, and to gather all eggs from a cer-
tain area. About a week later the place is revisited
and the area lately denuded will be found restocked
with fresh eggs. The b'irds will lay again, even if
the second set is removed, and in some cases even a
fourth egg may be deposited, but as the breeding
ground is seldom revisited more than once a season,
the taking of eggs causes practically no diminution
in the species, but merely retards the breeding of a
part of the birds a week or two. : . . The birds
are never killed on the rookeries during the brecd-
ing season.

.

These vast quantities of murre eggs on Walrus Island are,

apparently, a thing of the past. Hunt (1976:92) reports that

the island is now home to over 1,000 sea lions and that

murres are virtually absent.
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St. Paul. On St. Paul murres are hunted at South-

west Point, the area between Zapadni Point and Antone Lake,

southeast of Tolstoi Point, and Reef Point (Figure S-13).

Most are obtained on a few calm days when boats can be used,

although they may also be shot from the shoreline at the

base of the cliffs early in the morning. Since there are so

many of these birds, hunters are limited in the number they

take only by the amount of time they wish to spend. When

large numbers are obtained, they are shared within the

village. Murre hunting occurs in March and April.

Murre eggs on St. Paul are gathered on the northwest

corner of the island (called "Tasmania" or "Tsammana" by

local residents), the coast south of'Ridge Wall, the area

around Zapadni Point, and the area southeast-of Tolstoi Point

(Figure S-14). All of these locations consist of steep cliffs

fronting the ocean. In addition, a trip to Walrus Island to

collect murre eggs may be made, although this does not occur

every year. Egg collecting takes place from about the first

week of June to mid-July. It was reported that more people

in St. Paul participated in murre egg collecting in 1981 than

in recent years.

Murre egg collecting is an endeavor generally of

younger men who are agile and strong. A small group will go

to an egg cliff, and one member will be lowered on strong

rope over the edge to get the eggs with his hands. On some
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occasions, one of two similar devices will be emplo;-ed to

aid in egg collecting. One consists of a long (c.3-Sm)

bamboo pole, on the end of which is a small, sometimes wire,

scoop used to pick up the eggs. The second is similar to

the first, but instead of a scoop two pieces of shingle =JT-=

taped to the end of theepole so that they may be forced over

a murre egg and the egg lifted up to an.assistant. The per-

son lowered on the rope is held by the remainder of the

group, who are the "anchors" of the rope.

Since murres will lay again if they find an egg miss-

ing from their rock ledge, egg collectors sometimes return to

a collecting location several days after their first trip.

The eggs collected this second time, therefore, are assured

of being freshly laid.

St. George. Nurres are hunted in many locations

around the coast of St. George, but the primary locations

are the cliffs just east of First Bluff (on the north shore),

the coast in several areas east of the village, and a segment

of coast just south of Tolstoi Point (Figure S-15). Hunting

and sharing on St. George takes place in the same manner as .

that described above for St. Paul. An estimated 15 murres

per household per year was reported.

Xurre eggs are collected along several stretches of

the north coast of the island, on the northern end of Zapadni
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Bay, and on d point of land to the southeast of Dalnoi Point

(Figure 5-16). The egg collecting season is the same as on

St. Paul, as is the entire method of collection of the eggs,

with the single esception being that the shingle device,

rather than the scoop, is used when the eggs are out of

reach. Likewise, eggs are shared within the village.

During the t:vro weeks that the authors were in

St. George in June 1981, several egg collecting trips were

made. Two of these trips obtained approximately 150 eggs "I'

each. Such trips are not unusual on St. George, and it is

clear from information gathered that more eggs are collected

per capita on that island than on St. Paul. Residents of

St. George remember when eggs would be stored in barrels

packed in salt, or sometimes salt and oil, for use through

the winter, a practice almost certainly followed in the past

on St. Paul as well.

.
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a . Kittixakes and kittiwake eggs

Both black-legged and red-legged kittiwakes are

found in the Pribilofs, and, although the latter are some-

times said to be preferred, both are considered good eating.

Historical documentation concerning kittiws?? :-:~z"_i~: is

sparce. Reporting on observations made in 1914, Osgood

et al. (1915:123) states the following:

The kittiwakes are especially relished as food
by the natives, and numbers are shot in early autumn
as they fly along certain parts of the cliffs or
cross from bay to bay over low portions of the is-
lands. Their eggs are small and so 'difficult to
secure that the birds suffer practically no loss in
this respect. The continued abundance of the birds
seems to be good evidence that the shooting of a few
for food has had no serious effect;

St. Paul. From March through May and in late

September kittiwakes are hunted on St. Paul at Southwest

Point, Tolstoi Point, and a number of lake and coast loca-

tions (Figure S-17). Shotguns, including 12-, 20-, and 410-

wage I are most frequently used for these birds, although

occasionally sling-shots will be used, since by that method

the meat does not get full of metal shot. The first kitti-

wake killed is often used as a decoy to attract more birds.

It is held in one hand with the head thrown back and the

wings out. When more birds are killed, they are laid on the

ground as additional decoys.

In spring, hunting is from skiffs if the weather is

suitable: otherwise, hunting is from land. Fall hunting is
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often part of--a family outing or picnic. Family members can

assist by holding decoys in the air. Hunting does not take

place durin: the nesting season because the birds, especially

the females, taste fishy. Kittiwakes are considered an .
important subsis+aTc@ i+=m and pre eaten by most families.

Kittiwake eggs may be collected on the northwest

point of St. Paul, as well as on several stretches of cliff

along the southern coast of the island (Figure 5-18). It

appears that they are not regularly collected today.

St. George. Kittiwakes are hunted along various

portions of the north coast of the island, near several lakes,

and near the Zapadni Bay coast (Figure 5-19). The hunting

season and techniques, including the use of decoys, are the

same on St. George as on St. Paul. On St. George, it was

reported that the first bird may be attracted to the hunter

by waving a white cloth. Kittiwakes, especially red-legged,

are a highly prized food item on St. George, with an esti-

mated 50 per household used annually. As with other resources, o

when large numbers of kittiwakes are obtained, they are shared

within the village. Kittiwake eggs apparently are not

gathered today, although older people report that they were

used in the past.
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9. Cormorants and cormorant eggs

Cormorants, referred to locally as "shags," have

long been utilized in the Pribilofs, especially during winter

months. For the 187Os, Elliott (1881:125-126) writes that

red-faced cormorants "are unhesitatingly eaten by the people,

and indeed these birds furnish, during the winter season in

especial, an almost certain source of supply for fresh

meat." He continues (1881:130-131):

. . . [T]he natives regard it with a species of
affection, for it furnishes the only supply they can
draw upon for fresh meat, soups, and stews, always
wanted by the sick; and, were these shags sought after
throughout the year near as diligently as they are
during the long spell of bitter temperature that
occurs here in severe winters, driving other water-
fowl away, they certainly would be speedily extermi-
nated: yet, they are seldom shot, however, when any-
thing else can be obtained. The terrible storms in
February and Narch, when the wind "boorgas" [fierce,
snow-laden gale] blow as tornadoes, are unable to
drive the shag away, but all other water-fowl, even
the big northern gulls, depart for the open water
south.

In 1914, Osgood et al. (1915:124) observed a similar

pattern of use: M [The red-faced cormorant is] not very

abundant, but is easily obtained in winter when other birds.
are scarce, and is, therefore, welcomed." .

Today, cormorants are often referred to as "Aleut

turkeys." As explained to the authors, years ago turkeys

were sent to the Pribilof Islands for the white administra-

tors to eat for certain holidays. This food was not shared

with the Aleuts, who provided their own "turkeys" by hunting
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cormorants. According to residents today, the cormorant is

a bird with a good deal of meat and is good eating when it

is fat.

The eggs of cormorants, available f'rom about 20 May

to 10 July, apparently have never been utilized to a signifi-

cant extent, perhaps because, as has been reported both in

the literature (e.g., Khlebnikov [1979:4]) and by residents

of the Pribilofs to the authors, they are difficult to cook

to a pleasing consistency. Elliott (1881:126) also mentions

the relatively infrequent use of cormorant eggs.

St. Paul. Cormorants may be found around most of

the coast of St. Paul and, consequently, are hunted in no

special locations. Few of these birds, however, are hunted

today, and those that are obtained are usually given to

older persons who are fond of them.

St. George. Many stretches of coastline on St. George

are used for cormorant hunting (Figure S-20.), with hunters

shooting with 12-gauge shotguns from below the cliffs at the

birds overhead. Figure 5-20 also indicates two areas where

cormorants were hunted in the past. It was estimated that

about 50 cormorants were killed in St. George between December

1980 and Narch 1981, with about lo-15 households utilizing

them. Thus, it appears that far more cormorants are eaten

per capita in St. George than in St. Paul.
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10. Least auklets

This small (about 1.5 cm) bird has long been a

dependable item in the diet of the Pribilof Aleuts. Khleb-

nikov, writing in the early 1800s, characterized least

auklet meat as "fairly tasty" (1979:4), and Osgood et al.

shortly after the turn of this century wrote.that this bird

"exists in such myriads and is so easy to capture that it is

of considerable value as food, and its arrival in April is

eagerly awaited" (1915:123).

Usually referred to as "chooshkies" (or "choochkies"

(Elliott 1881:14]) by the residents of St. Paul and St.

George, least auklets historically have been captured by a

variety of means. The flight of these birds is typically in

large flocks close to the ground, and Elliott describes that

in the 1870s they were "caught by the people with hand-scoops

or dip-nets to any number that may be required for the day's

consumption" (1881:14). Observing in 1914, Osgood et al.

states that "Those taken for food by the natives are netted

in spring as they fly along the cliffs" (1915:123). T h e

least auklet season apparently lasted only until their breed-

ing season began, that is, until about the middle of June,

for Osgood et al. mentions that "the[se] birds are practi-

cally unmolested during the breeding season" (1915:123).

Use of least auklets as food was diverse, with-"their

tiny, rotund forms making pies of rare, savory virtue, and
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being also baked and roasted and stewed in every conceivable

shape by the Russian cooks" (Elliott 1881:14).

St. Paul. Least auklets are obtained on St. Paul

from coastal areas generally close to the village. These

include the following (Figure 5-21): from East Landing to

Reef Point, on the north side of the village on the shore of

Village Cove, on the southern shore of Tolstoi Point from

the point to Village Cove, and on the rocky barrier to the

west of Antone Lake (north of Zapadni Point). Each of these

areas is one of rocky, boulder-strewn beach, where the birds

perch and nest beneath the rocks.

Today, least auklet hunting is an activity generally

though not exclusively undertaken by children,. who have a

good deal of fun on these outings. Most often, group‘s of

young people will go to the areas listed above (that from

East Landing to Reef Point is the most popular) early in the

morning - a s early as.4 or 5 a.m. -or occasionally in the

evening. The main hunting method comprises waiting quietly

on the rocks and swinging a long bamboo pole towards an on-

coming flock. Since the birds fly relatively slowly, it is

possible to take a second, backwards swing through a flock

if the first swing failed to strike a bird. Another method

consists of throwing a short stick into a passing flock.

Netting least auklets, common in the past, is now something

rarely, if ever, done.
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Least auklet hunting is important in that it is one

of the few subsistence pursuits that children can engage in,

and, moreover, it is an activity which girls as well as boys

enjoy. While generally recognized as an entertaining pas-

time for young people, the birds taken do contribute in a

small way to a family's food supply.

St. Georse. On St. George, least auklets are hunted

primarily along the road just west of the village on the way

to the airstrip, but they are also obtained further west

along the road past the airstrip (Figure 5-22). It is in

these areas that the birds, flying between the sea and their

nesting locations in the talus slopes inland, regularly pass

very low to the ground.

As in St. Paul, least auklet hunting is mainly an

activity in which young people engage, although adults some-

times participate also. Hunting takes place in the early

morning or evening. The main method is to throw a stick

about 1 m (3 feet) long vertically into a passing flock of

birds, with several stick-throwers being directed in their

timing by one individual giving commands. Often these people

will hide along the road berm on the side opposite the

approaching least auklets.

Another method used in the past but less so today

employs a wire tied to a rock which is then swung in a circle
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through the bird flocks. Also used in the past were long

nets tied to poles at each end. These would be lifted into

the path of an oncoming flock.

Least auklet hunting on St. George has the same

general characteristics as on St. Paul, with the birds con-

sidered good eating. Since many of these birds breed inland

on St. George and pass very close to (and through) the vil-

lage in great numbers in the morning and evening., it is

possible that more of them are utilized per capita there

than on St. Paul.
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11. Least auklet egalc

Khlebnikov (1979:4) refers to the use of least auklet

eggs in the early 1800s and describes them as "fairly tasty."

It appears from the limited references to least auklet eggs,

h-ever that, as Elliott (1881:126) states, they "are never

secured in sufficient quantity to be of any consideration as

major articles of diet."

St. Paul. On S+. Paul, least auklet eggs are

gathered from the same locations reported earlier for least

auklet hunting (Figure 5-21). The birds lay their eggs in

the crevices between and beneath the rocks along the beach,

and it is a great deal of work to move the rocks (carefully)

to retrieve the small eggs. Consequently, very little least

auklet eqq collecting is undertaken in St. Paul. In the

past, however, there was a greater effort made to utilize

these eggs.

St. George. On St. George, the least auklet egg

gathering areas differ from the areas in which these birds

are hunted. Along the beach front just to the east of the

village, along the shore at the base of the cliffs south of

the dock at Zapadni Bay, and along the talus slopes between

Ulakaia Eill and the village are the primary egg gathering

locations (Figure S-231, although they may be collected

from other areas as well.
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Least au!rlet eggs are considered a special item in

St. George, primarily valuable for fried bread, biscuits,

etc. They are quite difficult to get, however, since the

effort required to move rocks and dig out the nests is

substantial. Of+en+imes. bird droppings and chirping indi-

cate a nest area, but the eggs are too deep to retrieve.

Although the basic collection method involves work with the

hands, occasionally a short "clapper" similar to that used

for murre e3gs and described earlier will be used to reach

farther into a burrow to collect the eggs. On one day in

1981, 79 least auklet eggs were collected.
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12. Lake ducks

This category includes those ducks which are most

often hunted on the lakes of St. Paul and St. George. There

is a lack of documentary information concerning the history

of their use, but it may be assumed that contemporary hunt-

ing of these animals has substantial time depth.

St. Paul. Virtually all of the lakes on St. Paul

may contain ducks, although those marked in Figure 5-24 are

those most often gone to by hunters. Big Lake, which also

may contain ducks, is considered to be too large to hunt at

effectively since ducks are often far from shore and boats

are not used. Mallards, pintails, shovelers, buffleheads,

green-winged teals, Baikal teals, and brants are the species

most often hunted. Weather is a major determining factor in

the availability of ducks. The hunting season is generally

from the end of September to the end'of October, with some

in the spring as the ducks migrate.

St. George. Lake ducks are hunted chiefly in the

small lakes which are relatively close to the roads on the

island (Figure S-25, in which the new road from the village

to Zapadni Bay which parallels the trail is not marked).

The same species of ducks found on St..Paul are also hunted

on St. George, and the hunting season is the same.
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13. Sea ducks

This category includes those ducks which are most

often hunted along the coast of the Pribilof Islands. In-

cluded are

harlequins

king , Steller, and common eiders, oldsquaws,

, buffleheads, and goldeneyes. As with lake ducks,

there is virtually no historical documentation of their use,

although it is reasonable to assume that they have been

hunted for food since Aleuts first came to these islands.

The hunting season begins generally around October,

with,most birds being obtained from December through March.

Twelve-gauge shotguns are the most common gun with sea-dogs

used to retrieve birds in the water.

. St. Paul. Sea ducks are hunted on St. Paul largely

at the same locations, and often at the same times, that sea

lions are hunted: on the various points jutting out from

Northeast Point, at Tonki Point, near Black Bluffs (just north

of East Landing), at 2eef Point, and at Southwest Point.

Also, sea ducks are obtained in Salt Lagoon (Figure 5-26).

St. George. As on St. Paul, sea ducks are oftentimes

hunted on St. George in the same places and at the same times

as are sea lions. Almost the entire eastern half of the north

coast of the island, segments of the southeast coast from

Garden Cove to Tolstoi Point; and the area near the dock at

Zapadni Bay are the main hunting locations (Figure 5-27).
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In addition to shotguns, it was reported that use

of a . 22 long rifle is a good way to hunt sea ducks. Hunt-

ing from a blind along the coast east of the village was

also reported.
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14. Other birds and eggs

In addition to those already discussed, a variety

of birds and eggs of lesser importance are, or have been,

utilized by residents of the Pribilof Islands. These are

itemized below.

Geese. Emperor geese are octiasionally found in

lakes on both islands in the fall. Little discussion of

this bird appears in the literature, although Ellio'ct (1881:

130) and Osgood et al. (1915:123) mention briefly that it

was hunted for food.

Glaucous-winged gulls and their eggs. Describing

subsistence activities in 1914, Osgood et al. (1915:123)

stated that "The eggs are sometimes utilized, and during the

colder part of the year the birds are shot for food." Use

of gulls for food in the past was reported by residents of

St. George. Today, gull eggs are only rarely collected,

and the birds are not eaten. On St. George, gull eggs were

collected in the location near Garden Cove indicated in

Figure 5-28.

Sandpipers. Osgood et al. (1915:123-124) wrote of

the Pribilof sandpiper:

The breeding season is passed by the birds mainly
on the higher, more barren parts of the islands, where
they suffer no harm from man. At the close of nesting,
in August, the old and young congregate on the beaches,
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where they are shot in some numbers by the natives,
being highly relished as food.

Sandpipers were not mentioned by informants during the course

of this study.

Fulmar eggs. Although St. George residents collect

but a few fulmar eggs today for food, Elliott (1881:131)

describes the more intense use of them in the 1870s:

The natives prize them highly, and hence they
undertake at St. George to gather their eggs by a
method and a suspension supremely nazardous, as they
lower themselves over cliffs five to seven hundred
feet above the water. The sensation experienced by
myself, when dangled over these precipices attached
to a slight thong of raw-hide, with the surf boiling
and churning three or four hundred feet below, and
loose rocks rattling down from above, any one of
which was sufficient to destroy life should it have
struck me, is not a sensation to be expressed ade-
quately by language; and, after having passed through
the ordeal, I came to the surface perfectly satisfied
with what I had called the improvidence of the Aleuts.
They have quite sufficient excuse in my mind to be
content with as few fulmar eggs as possible.

Elliott also points out the dangers involved in such under-

takings (1881:131-132) :

On the head of Tolstoi Mees, St. George, the
natives pointed out to me a basaltic egg-shelf which
marked the death of one of their townsmen. It
occurred in the following singular manner: he, the
victim, had been very successful in securing a large
basket of the first eggs of the season, and, desir-
ing to continue the day's work, dispatched his wife
back to the village with the oalogical burden, so
that the basket might be emptied: meanwhile, in her
absence, he put his little tethering-stake down
anew, and, tying the rope of walrus or sea-lion hide
to it, drcpped over the brow of the cliff on it.
A-gaunt fox, which had been watching the proceedings,
now ran up and fell to gnawing the rope, so taut and
tense with the weight of the suspended egg-hunter
below: the sharp teeth of Reynard, under the circum-
stances, instantly severed it, and the unfortunate
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native was dashed to the rocky shingle some 400 feet
below, where his lifeless body was soon discovered.
The poor fellow lost his life by having, at some
earlier hour of the day, rubbed his yolk-smeared
hands upon the sinewy strands, for at that place on-
ly did the hungry fox attack them.

Turnstones. Although not mentioned by residents of

St. Paul or St. George during the course of this study,

Osgood et al. (1915:124) stated the following:

The Pacific Turnstone . . . occurs during the
spring miqralion, and in Aucrust and September when
old'clnd young are on their way to their wintering
ground on the Hawaiian Islands. While on the Pri-
bilofs the birds spend most of their time on the
killing fields, where they feed on the larvae of
flesh flies in the remains of the slaughtered
seals. They become very fat and are much prized
as food by the natives, but soon become wary and
are not killed in great numbers.

Horned and tufted puffins. Puffins have been, until

the recent past, a source of food for Pribilof Aleuts. In

addition, their skins were an important resource in the manu-

facture of clothing. The reader is directed' to Khlebnikov's

discussion of the use of these birds quoted earlier in the

section on murres.
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15. Narine invertebrates

lielatively little documentary information is avail-

able concerninc the history of use of marine invertebrates.f

Generally s-,ea:-;inq, such items are not a substantial food.
resource to the people today.

Sea urchins. For the early 1800s, Khlebnikov

(1979:9) writes that "the Aleuts make caviar and the fur

traders make a drink that is almost pleasant and even enjoy-

able" from sea urchins. Elliott, later in that century,

states (1881:137) the following:

Frequently the natives have brought a dish of
sea-urchins' viscera for our table, offering it as
a great delicacy. . . . The native women are the
chief hunters for [these animals], and during the
whole spring and summer seasons they may be seen at
both islands, wading in the pools at low water, with
their scanty skirts high up, eagerly laying posses-
sive hands upon every "bristling" egg that shows
itself.

He adds that sea urchins are called "repkie" by the Aleuts

and "are eagerly sought for at low tide and eaten raw by

them" (1881:15).

Today, people in St. Paul occasionally collect sea

urchins around the rocky shore to the north and south of

the village and along the coast on the southern end of

Zolotoi Bay (Figure 5-29). On St. George, urchins are

obtained from amonq the rocks near the villaqe as well as

along the Zapadni Bay coast (Figure S-30). On St. Paul,

urchins are sometLm?es collected using a long pole with a
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long pole with 2 scoo? on the end. In both communities,

the older people appeared to have the greatest interest in

eating sea urchins. Finally, in both St. Paul and St. George

it was reported that sea urchins are a good remedy for a

hangover.

Clams, mussels, limpets, and chitons. While Elliott

notes that most clams and mussels are virtually absent on

both islands (1881:lS) and that what mussels do exist- are

small in both supply and number (1881:137), some very limited

use of these'foods does take place today. On St. Paul clams

can be found along the eastern side of English Bay and to

both the north and south of the village (Figure 5-29).

Although several decades ago clams appear to have been used

more, it was estimated that no more than five people get

them today.

On St. George, clams were reported by one informant

to be available about 2 km west of the village, but are

rarely, if ever, used today for food. Mussels, limpets,

and chitons, likewise, are rarely used.

Crabs. Khlebnikov (1979:9) states that "a commonly

used essential in food is a round crayfish, called the sea

spider [i.e., crab]." Today, they are rarely obtained near

the dock on the north side of St. Paul village and along the
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coast in tire vicinity of St. George village (Figure Z-31).

These crabs inc lude the hair crab and blue crab.

OctoDus. No documentary information concerning the

use of octopus is available. Informants in both villages

report that although this food was a delicacy sought after

in former years, little effort is made to obtain them today.

In St. Paul, the area around Reef Point and that around 'i7hale

Point (Figure 5-32) reportedly contain octopus, while on

St. George octopus have been obtained in the area directly

in front of the village and the shore of Zapadni Bay (Figure

S-30).

Methods of catching octopus included putting kerosene

soaked rags on the end of a stick into a suspected octopus

hole to force the animal out. Octopus washed up on beaches

after storms were also utilized, sometimes as fishing bait.

Sea cucumbers. On both St. Paul and St. George the

occasional use of "sea footballs," probably sea cucumbers,

was reported. These animals are obtained when they wash up

on the shore after big storms. An informant on St. George

stated that these "footballs" could be cleaned and eaten raw.
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16. Berries

Two, and possibly three, types of berries are found

in the Pribilof Islands, but no documentation was found

describing their use in the past. The crowberry, or moss-

berry, and the cloudberry are found on both islands. On

St. George, an additional berry, a "raspberry," is reported.

St. Paul. Crowberries are found over much of St.

Paul, but the areas indicated in Figure 5-33 represent those

near the road systems, and, hence, those most frequently

gone to. Cloudberries are much more limited in extent, with

the primary collection area being north of Telegraph Hill at

the base of a very rocky ridge (Figure S-33). From August to

October, berry collecting is a major activity, with groups

of pickers over much of the.island on nice days. Hen, women,

and children enjoy this activity. Some of the berries col-

lected during these months are frozen and can last as much

as two years. Berries can vary greatly year to year in
\

abundance on both an island-wide or local basis.

St. George. As on St. Paul, many of the popular

berry areas on St. George are close to the road system.

Also, crowberries are more widely distributed than are cloud-

berries (Figure 5-34). A berry referred to as different than

either the crowberry or cloudberry and called a "raspberry"

is reportedly found in limited distribution east of the

village. The picking season is identical to that on St. Paul,

as is the widespread use of berries.
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17. Other zlanis

A varietv of plants other than berries are, or have

'been, utilized for food, medicinal and manufacturing pur-

poses. Little is reported from historical sources, however.

Khlebnikov (1979:3) mentions several plants, although only

the lupine is clearly identified:

X yellow root with size and appearance resem-
bling a carrot is nutritious and has a pleasant
taste, but it is not always healthy. From exces-.
sive use one's eyesight is obscured and temporary
blindness follows.. If the sick use it, having
wounds (sores) on the body, they experience body
fever and festered wounds (sores). Nevertheless,
moderate use of it for healthy people is not en-
tirely harmful. The root of the lupine, which is
used for food, tastes bitter, but when boiled and
leavened, it ferments and becomes pleasant, health-
ful, and very nutritious; it is used with meat.
The root "chigilnik" is pleasant to the taste,
healthful and nutritious. The turnip and potato
bear and multiply, but very little.

Tikhmenev, writing in the 186Os, simply states that

"many roots are gathered for food" (1978:409), and Elliott

reports in the 1880s that "the chief economic value rendered

by the botany of the Pribilov Islands to the natives, is the

abundance of the basket-making rushes . . . which the old

'barbies' gather in the margins of many of-the lakes and

pools" (1881:135).

Elliott also reports that the wild celery plants

"are eagerly sought for by the natives, who pull them and

crunch then between their teeth with all the relish that we

experience in eating celery" (1881:12). He adds that from
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fern roots and Gentian roots "the natives here draw their

entire stock of vegetable medicines" (1881:12).

Those plants used or known by informants to have

been used in the past include the following:

Wild celery. Called "pootchky" by residents of

St. Paul and. St. George, this plant (Angelica lucida) may be

found in many spots on the lower elevations of both islands.

On St. Paul, popular areas for gathering wild celery are near

Zapadni Point, Reef Point, and Northeast Point (Figure 5-35).

The hollow stalk of the plant may be peeled and eaten raw,

although it is possible to preserve the stalk by pickling,

something done by at least one woman in St. George. In the

past, wild celery was preserved in fur seal oil.

Wild rice. Although no people use this plant
.

(Fritillaria camschatchensis) today, its use in the past is

remembered. The small bulb consists of a number of rice-like -

kernels, which may be cooked or dried for later use. These

plants occur very infrequently on the Pribilofs. Figure 5-36

indicates those areas on St. George where they are known to

exist.

Sagebrush. Probably used more in the past than

today, this plant (Artemisia sp.) was used as a beater in
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steambaths as well as a remedy for arthritis and an aid for

stopping bleeding and cleaning wounds.

Yarrow. In the past this plant (Achilles sp.) was

boiled to prepare a ga&yle iui sure Lroats.

Wild parsley. This plant is gathered and boiled with

seal meat. It is widely found on both islands.

Valerian. The root of this plant (Valerian capitata)

is reported to have been used in the past to provide scent

for halibut bait.

Kelp and seaweed. In the past, kelp was gathered

along the beach and eaten raw or cooked. Today, very little

use is made of this food item.
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18.. Poultr>r, livestock, and garaening.

Poultry, livestock, and gardening are grouped for

discussion because they represent the use of domesticated

plants and animals for subsistence purposes. (Reindeer

were considered separately since they have largely been-

unmanaged in the Pribilofs and differ little from caribou.)

The history of these activities goes back to the Russian

period, certainly, although little is documented. It is

known that in Russian-America virtually "every post had

small gardens and several cattle, pigs, chickens, and

ducks and perhaps some sheep and goats" (Gibson 1976:96).

For the Pribilofs during that period, Tikhmenev mentions

that "a few vegetables are grown" (1978:409).

Describing conditions in the 187Os, Elliott thought

that due to the climate it would be impractical to raise

livestock with any profit, although he surmised that rein-

deer perhaps would do well if imported (1881:14). He states

that chickens may be kept, but only if the Aleuts keep them

in their houses during the winter. Regarding pigs, Elliott -
.

wrote (1881:14):

The natives of St. Paul have a strange passion
for seal-fed pork, and there are quite a large num-
ber of hogs on the island of St. Paul and a few on
St. George. The pigs soon become entirely carnivo-
rous, living, to the practical exclusion of all
other diet, on the carcasses of seals.
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Gardening, too, received Elliott's comments

(1881:12):

A great many attempts have been made, both
here [at St. Paul] and at St. George, to raise a
few of the hardy vegetables. With the exception
of growing lettuce, turnips, and radishes on the
island of St. Paul, nothing has been or can be
done. . . . [On St. George, in one Little patcn
of ground] '. . . at one season there were actu-
ally raised potatoes as large as walnuts.
Gardening, however, on either island involves so
much labor and so much care, with so poor a re-
turn, that it has been discontinued.

Osgood et al. describes conditions in 1914 in a

generally similar manner. They note that horses and mules

have been used at various times in the past as draft animals,

that cattle have been kept for milk and some beef for the

non-Aleut government employees, and that sheep have also

been raised (1915:127). They state that pigs, which have

been kept for many years on both islands,

. . . usually have the run of the village and
the neighboring fields, where they secure a variety
of vegetable food. The near-by killing fields are
also drawn upon for a p-art of their subsistence. N O
prejudice against pork produced from a diet of seal
offal seeas to have arisen in the minds of the na-
tives, and perhaps has no just grounds for existence
(1915:128).

Cats, according to Osgood et al., were introduced early on

both islands, and that poultry, owned by both government

personnel and Aleuts, furnishes a "fair supply" of eggs.

However, "Many of the natives are obliged at this season

[winter] to house their poultry in the attics of their own

crowded homes, with results that may be‘imagined" (1915:128).
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St. ?z.,ul. 3n St. Paul a number of households began

growing vegetables in small greenhouses built adjacent to

their homes in 1981. The village is also home to a few ducks

and a mother goat and her newborn kid.

St. George. On St.-George there are currently a

few chickens, geese, and turkeys.



CHAPTER 6

SUBSISTENCE ISSUES

i,uD CONCLUSIONS

Introduction

This chapter addresses a variety of issues relating

to subsistence in the Pribilof Islands. The two sections

that follow include, first, an enumeration of those factors

which affect subsistence activities in St. Paul and

St. George, and second, discussion of a host of diverse

issues regarding subsistence.

Factors affecting subsistence activities

A number of factors exist which generally limit,

but occasionally encourage, subsistence activities in the

Pribilof Islands. They are as follows:

(1) Although the Russian Orthodox Church does not*

have specific rules regarding hunting, there is a strong

tradition among the people to restrict their hunting and

fishing activities at certain times. Included in these is

Lent, when hunting is not conducted during the first, fourth,

and seventh weeks. Fishing is not restricted to the same

extent d'uring this time, although during the week prior to

184
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Easter (the seventh week of Lent) no hunting or Zishing is

done. The priests in St. George and St. Paul understand the

need within their communities for hunting and fishing, how-

ever, and do not dictate to the people what they should or

should not do in this regard. The priests are never allowed

to hunt, although they may fish, alid the community supplies

them with hunted resources.

In addition to Lent, there are other church holidays

throughout the year when the.same basic restrictions apply.

These restrictions are generally adhered to even by those

community members who are not regular church-goers. The

church requirement that no meat be eaten during the Lenten

period means that fish is an important subsistence item at

this time.

(2) U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and Alaska

Department of Fish and Game hunting, trapping, and fishing

regulations are a potential limitation on subsistence

activities. However, lack of local enforcement by these.
agencies, combined with their policies discouraging enforce-

ment of regulations when subsistence activities which are

not wasteful are involved, effectively result in relative

freedom in subsistence pursuits for the Aleuts of the

Pribilofs.
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(3) The Fur Seal Act of 1966, and its implementing

regulations (50 CFR 2151, impose important limitations on

the Pribilof Aleut subsistence economy. The fur seals are

managed by the Xational Marine Fisheries Service of the

U.S. Department of Commerce's National Oceanic and Atmos-

pheric Administration. First, the taking of fur seals at

times other than during the commercial harvest for any pur-

pose is illegal. Since only subadult males are killed in

the harvest, Aleuts are precluded from legally taking their

traditional delicacir, pups,.' a great imposition as perceived

by the residents of St. Paul and St. George.

Also restricted by the regulations is the use of

firearms. From 1 June to 31 August it is prohibited to

discharge or carry a loaded firearm on the islands (50 CFR

215.27). This restriction is designed to protect the seal

herds from disturbance, and although sea lions are present

(and often easy to shoot) during this time, it is illegal

to hunt then because of the general prohibition on firearms.

Finally, landing on Otter and Walrus Islands is

prohibited (50 CFR 215.25). These islands were designated

as bird reservations by Executive Order 1044, dated 27

February 1909.

(4) Various natural factors limit subsistence activ-

ities in the Pribilofs. Many of the animal species which are
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utilized are present, and therefore nay be hunted, during

only part of the year. Weather, with severe storms, and

frequent fog and wind, limits greatly the time available for

almost all subsistence pursuits, especially fishing.

Finally, the geography of the islands, with long stretches

of steep coastal cliffs having almost no natural harbors,

makes boating as well as onshore coastal hunting difficult.

These factors require that hunters and fishers have detailed

knowledge of local terrain and ocean conditions. A l s o ,

hunters must be knowledgeable about the physical and behav-

orial characteristics of the animals sought. Becoming

skillful in subsistence pursuits, therefore, is a lifelong

process comprising "on the job training" as well as the

sharing of information among community members.

(5) Related to the natural limitations

above is that of accessibility to various parts

described

of the

island by land. While in the past the only means of over-

land transportation was by foot, today vehicles are used for

almost all travel. On St. Paul, where the road system is

extensive, the areas used for subsistence purposes are

correspondingly numerous and widespread. On Sk. George, on

the other hand, roads extend only from the village to East

Rookery and from the village to Staraya Rookery and to

Zapadni Bay, and most subsistence activities dependent on

land travel take place in these areas. The introduction on

St. Paul and St. George in recent years of 3-wheelers, which
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are capable of traveling over rough trails, has resulted in

increased travel to parts of both islands where relatively

few people ventured previously. On St. George particularly,

it may be speculated that with increased use of such all

terrain vehicles. subsistence use of resources on those

portions of the islands not serviced by roads will increase.

(6) Employment influences the level of subsistence

activities. With employment cutbacks in the Pribilofs and

continually rising prices, reliance on subsistence resources

is increasing and can be expected to continue to become more

important. A "dramatic" change in the percentage of the

diet made up of subsistence foods had been noticed by one

community leader in St. Paul, from an estimated 30-40% two

to three years ago to 50% this year. This increase is gener-

ally across the board, although halibut seems to be gaining

greater relative importance (perhaps due to an especially

good halibut season this year). The increasing importance

of subsistence foods is also reflected in decreased spending

at the community'store in St. George. The percentage of the

diet from subsistence foods in St. George was estimated by

several individuals to be in the neighborhood of 50%.

It appears that in a general sense there exists an

inverse correlation between the level of use of subsistence

foods and the overall financial well-being of St. Paul and

St.'George. However, the fact that there appears to be a
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significant number of men who combine full time jobs with an

active pursuit in subsistence endeavors suggests two related

points.' First, it makes it clear that full time employment

and subsistence are not mutually exclusive pursuits or value

orientations: an individual may participate In both.

Second, it points out that one's ability to engage

in subsistence pursuits may be based in part on his ability

to support financially those activities. That is, a ran-

temporary subsistence economy necessarily is dependent on

a cash economy, and those persons with reliable cash incomes

are most likely able to participate most heavily in subsis-

tence pursuits. Additionally, persons without a substantial

cash income of their own, but supported financially by

friends or family members, may also participate heavily in

subsistence pursuits. These possibilities suggest avenues

for future research.

A final point in this regard is that employed persons

are limited by their -work schedules in the time they can

spend at subsistence endeavors. Unemployed persons, on the

other hand, have greater freedom to take advantage of good

weather, the presence of game, etc.

Related subsistence issues and conclusions

The following points represent a wide range of

issues pertaining to Pribilof subsistence:
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(1) Khile Aleut subsistence

have changed somewhat over the years

utilization patterns

of Pribilof Islands

occupation, and subsistence procurement technology has in

many cases changed dramatically (e.g., from the use of

baidars to aluminum skifrs for fishing), the current subsis-

tence economy represents a fundamental continuation of a

traditional precontact and postcontact subsistence life-

style. This lifestyle includes aspects not only of food

inventory and procurement, but also of food shaLing, use,

and ideology. In both St. Paul and St. George, the entire

Aleut population makes use of a variety of subsistence

resources, and through a network-of sharing, even households

with no active hunters or fishers obtain a regular supply

of subsistence foods. Although the amount of such food

varies from household to household, everyone expressed enthu-

siastically the -great importance of subsistence as an ,

integral part of contemporary life.
.

Although in past years Aleuts have suffered ridicule

from teachers and government agents concerning their food

habits, today people are proud of their subsistence heritage,

and even the schools are promoting increased cultural aware-

ness among the children. Hunting and fishing are common

topics of conversation among the entire population, and the

following quotation from Larry Merculieff's testimony to the

Subcommittee on Asian and Pacific Affairs in 1979 eloquently
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and accurately- desc ribes the importance of subsistence

hunting (Yerculieff 1979:9-10):

30 meat from a hunt is wasted and the hunters
never take more than is needed. We do not sport hunt
because the thought of killing an animal for fun and
recreation is totally abhorrant to us. All life is
viewed as precious and not to be taken in such a fri-
volous manner. Such respect for wildlife assures us,
that they will be available for our coming genera-
tions. . , .

We practice environm&ntalism, we don't preach
it. We'do not take birds for food when they are
nesting, we don't take animals without necessity, com-
munally we harshly condemn wanton killing of any
wildlife: we make sure our young children do not
molest the wildlife or tear up the delicate tundra
with motorcycles. We do not hunt sea lions when the
seals arrive for fear of disturbing the seals. . . .
Everyone . . . can learn from us what it takes to
work with nature . . . .

The social components of subsistence are seen in

widespread cooperation among hunters and fishermen in obtain-

ing their foods. Children, in their hunting of least auklets,

for example, learn and enjoy the value of cooperation in

subsistence activities. And, as mentioned above, sharing

ensures that all community members have the food they need.

Larry Merculieff writes as follows (1979:9): .

There is a special distribution system used to
distribute meat taken for'.subsistence. If an elderly
hunter is present during the butchering of large ani-
mals, he gets first choice of parts if he is related
to the hunter who got the animal, or he is given
second choice if he is not related. The meat is then
distributed to any remaining members of the hunting
party. The individuals then redistribute their take
amongst elderly and relatives of the villages. The
quantity and type of meat given depends on need and
order of relation to the hunter. This process assures
that no one Goes hungry.
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In the ideological sphere, precontact beliefs 2nd

ceremonies regarding animal spirits and the placation of

game have been integrated into and in part replaced by the

beliefs and practices of the Russian Orthodox Church. While

churcrl tradition limits subsistence activities at certain

times, it also is intimately involved with those enterprises.

At the start of the halibut season on St. Paul, for example,

the priest blesses the fishing boats, and prior to the seal-

ing season he also blesses the workers and the harvest.

(2) Historically there has ,been great attention

paid to the study of fur seals, to the mechanics of the fur

seal industry, and to the financial pros and cons of the

enterprise. In the volumes of publications regarding fur

seals, the sealing industry, and'the Pribilof Islands, rela-

tively minute .concern has been shown towards understanding

Aleut culture on the islands, including the realm of

subsistence.

Such bias, or lack of understanding, concerning a

cultural view of subsistence is embodied in various docu-

ments, but the equation of "subsistence" with "meat" is

nowhere more clear than in the Interim Convention on Conser-

vation of North Pacific Fur Seals, an international agreement

which formed the North Pacific Fur Seal Commission. The

duties of the Commission are, in part, to [Convention,

Article V, Section 2(d)]:
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. . . recommend appropriate measures Lo the
Parties on the basis of the findings obtained from
the implementation of such coordinated research
programs, including measures regarding the size and
the sex and age composition of the seasonal commer-
cial kill from a herd and regarding a reduction or
suspension of the harvest of seals on any island or
group of islands in case the total number of seals
on that island or group &islands falls below the
level of maximum sustainable productivity: provided,
however, that due consideration be given to the
subsistence needs of Indians, Ainos, Aleuts, or
Eskimos who live on the island where fur seals
breed, when it is not possible to provide suffi-
cient seal meat for such persons from the seasonal
commercial harvest or research activities . . . . .

Such a narrow view of what subsistence encompasses

clearly has influenced National Marine Fisheries Service

policy in the Pribilofs. The St. George moratorium and the

yearly allowance of 350 seals were certainly not based on

primary concern for Aleuts .(see discussion below). The resi-.
dents of the islands today are very much aware that they have

long been considered second in importance to the seals, and

they believe that they deserve some of the concern that has

traditionally been shown tosthe animals.

(3) The sealing moratorium on St. George and the

limit of 350 animals per year for subsistence use is a major

concern to the people of that community. The main issues

may be summarized as follows:

(a) Almost everyone feels that 350 fresh seals per

year is not enough for the community, and that there is
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actually some competition among people to get the limited

number of best parts from the killing ground. Estimates

of 1000 or more are generally offered as the number that

should be allowed to be taken.

lb) Coupled with the first point is the dissatis-

faction expressed with the system of providing meat from

the St. Paul harvest to St. George. Although things have

improved over the 'past several years (as discussed in Chapter

5) I people find the frozen meat sent to the village to be

less desirable than meat freshly killed.

Cc) A great deal of personal and community satis-

faction is derived by St. George residents in obtaining

their own meat from their own seals, and suggestions for

improving the limited harvest situation included the idea

that some kind of household quota system be implemented,

whereby the number of seals could be regulated, but fresh

meat could be obtained when necessary. This would, of course,

be coupled with an increase in the present quota of 350.
.

Cd) There are currently bad feelings on the part

of many St. George residents towards the National Marine

Fisheries SertTice biologists who come to the island each sum-

mer to study the dynamics of the fur seal population. Since

people are dissatisfied with the present moratorium, inter-.

action between the two groups is generally cool.
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(2) According to a National Marine Fisheries Service

scientist, it has long been considered highly unlikely that

the St. George commercial harvest will ever be resumed. From

talks with community residents, however, it is apparent that

people lack this clear understanding, and instead look for-

ward to resumption of the harvest. Such a disparity in view-

points must certainly represent a shortcoming on the part of

the Fisheries Service to make a serious effort to share its

information an? opinions with residents of the island.

(f) Finally, the meat sent over from St. Paul to

St. George is technically property of the Tanadgusix Corpo-

ration, since it has rights to dispose of the carcasses once

the skins have been removed on the killing grounds. There-

fore, that corporation is taking a certain financial loss

by providing meat to St. George, since it is-not compensated

by the Fisheries Service for the meat thus used. While

Tanadgusix has no intention of halting its contribution, this

situation is further evidence of the spectrum of hardship and

difficulties which the moratorium has engendered.

In conclusion, the fur seal is unique in that it is

a totally predictable resource from a subsistence point of

view. While other resources fluctuate yearly or are depen-

dent on weather conditions, etc. for their procurement, the

fur seal has always been, and will always be, the backbone

of Pribilof subsistence. In light of this, the restricted



St. George harvest of 350 seals per year is clearly a bur-

den on the community.

(4) \%:hile it is not possible to obtain precise

quantified data concerning the level of use of each subsis-

tence resource, the approximate degree of use of most items

or categories of items was elicited from informants. Thus,

a rank ordering of the major subsistence resources in the

Pribilofs, from the most to the least utilized, is as

follows: On St. George: fur seal, halibut, birds and eggs,

sea, lions. On St. Paul: fur seal, halibut, sea lion/rein-

deer, birds and eggs. Table 6-l summarizes the subsistence

activities of St. Paul and St. George according to food item

and time of year. Late winter is generally a time of less

subsistence activity, but the rest of the year, espeoially

the spring and early summer, witnesses a diversity of subsis-

tence pursuits. Table 6-2 presents the Aleut names for

selected subsistence resources.

(5) Because the subsistence resources upon which

Aleuts depend are parts of dynamic natural systems which

fluctuate from year to year, subsistence utilization patterns

will also vary over time. Examples of resource variation

mentioned in Chapter 5 include sea lions and halibut. With

this in mind, it is clear that no one year will be truly

representative of Aleut subsistence patterning, and, further,
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TABLE 6-2: --Sttlected subsistence items and their Aleut names

Subsistence Item Aleut Name

Sea lion

Fur seal

Hair seal

Red-legged kittiwakes

Black-legged kittiwakes

Least auklet

Cormorant

Murre

Mallard

Eider

Murre eggs

Least auklet eggs

Qawac

2ulastakaG

IisunX

Qa$aya?

c^iidas

Chuchiix

A$yu$

Sakita2

Aniimsaa

Qisima;

Sakitam samla

Chuchi&m samla

SOURCE: Fr. Michael Lestenkof, St. Paul.

.
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that such patterning might best be viewed itself as dynamic--

an economic/cultural system operating over time.

(6) An important factor affecting subsistence in the

Pribilofs is food storage and preservation for future use.

In the days prior to refrigeration, meat-primarily fur

seal-which was not eaten fresh was either salted or dried.

Today, although some meat and parts such as flippers are

salted, most meat and fish not eaten fresh is frozen. In

both communities, the National Marine Fisheries Service pro-

vides lockers in large free'zer units for rent. Measuring

approximately 3x.3x3 feet, these lockers rent for $27 per year

on St. Paul and $22 per year on St. George. There are enough

lockers for anyone wanting one, and some families rent two,

but a number of families also have their own household

freezers.

Freezers make it possible for families to stock up

when important resources are available. Fur seal and halibut

are chief amon'g those items frozen, seals being available

only during the summer, and halibut available only on good

fishing days during the spring and summer. Some Pribilof

residents suggested that if more freezer space were available,

even greater quantities of subsistence resources would be

stored.
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(7) Focd prices at the stores in St. Paul and

St. George are, of course, higher than Anchorage. Table 6-3

presents a comparison of prices on selected items. For

those items in the table, St. Paul prices are 29.7% higher

than those in Anchorage, and those in St. George are 43.7%

higher. The St. George store orders the bulk of its food

from Seattle and applies an across-the-board 70% markup for

retail sale. This covers freight, salaries, overhead, and

profit.

A few residents of St. Paul have formed a food co-op,

from which they report both satisfaction in merchandise as

well as cost savings. This type of buying could have signi-

ficant impact on the purchasing power of the Pribilovians if

it becomes popular, although it could also have an adverse

effect on prices at the local stores. Some people also order

food on an individual basis from Anchorage.

(8) One of the more interesting aspects of subsis-

tence in the Pribilofs is the exchange of various resources

with people elsewhere. Elliott (1881:75) describes such

exchange over 100 years ago:

A few of [the Aleuts], in obedience to pressing
and prayerful appeals from relatives at Oonalashka,
do exert themselves enough every season to undergo
the extra labor of putting up a few barrels of fresh
salted seal meat, which, being carried down to
Illoolook [the Unalaska settlement] by the company's
vessels, .affords a delightful variation to the steady
and monotonous codfish diet of the Aleutian islanders.
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TABLE 6-3 :--2rices of selected groceries in St. Paul, St.
George, and Anchorage

Item St. Paul St. George Anchorage
.

Ground beef, per' pound

Round steak, per pound

Pork chops, per pound

Bacon, per pound

White bread (22 dr 24 OZ.)

White flour, 10 pounds

Sugar, 5 pounds

Corn muffin mix, 8 l/2 oz.

Rice-a-Roni

$2.99 $ 2 . 9 5 $1.39

3.90

2.40

3.32

1.51

4.20

3.35

.40

1.02

1.75

4.89

4.53

2.70

2.00

3.85

4.70

.40

3.29

2.89

2.48

1.19

2.29

2.65

. 95

1.80

.40

1.90

. 35

.79

1.59Corned beef hash, 15 l/2 oz.

Red apples, each

Sharp cheddar cheese

Tomato soup, 10 3/4 oz.

Canned kernel corn, 17 OZ.

Eggs I dozen

Aluminum foil, 75 ft2

. 30

2.24

.43 . 45

. 75 . 80

1.53 1.60

2.10 1.75

. 30

1. 77

. 41

. 59

.89

1.95

Totals $32.19 $35.67 $24.82
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Today, trade takes place with relatives and friends,

most often in Anchorage and in villages on the Aleutian

chain. As salmon is absent in the Pribilofs, it is a favor-

ite item to receive. Both smoked and salted salmonare sent

to St. Paul and St. George in exchange for halibut, which is

sent frozen, and fur seal meat and flippers, which are sent

frozen or salted. Other items, such as sea lion and ducks,

are also sent out from the Pribilofs. Between the two vil-

lages, reindeer is sometimes sent to St. George, while cod

and berry products are occasionally sent to St. Paul.

This system of exchange may be viewed as an exten-

sion of patterns, of sharing present within each village, as

long distance trade servss to maintain social ties with

people far away as well as to distribute valued resources.

(9) The locations of the villages of both St. Paul

and St. George since initial occupation in the 1700s have

been determined exclusively by the transportation and harbor

requirements of the fur seal industry. On the other hand,

camp houses, which have existed at various locations over

the years, have always been associated with subsistence

resources. Figures 6-l and 6-2 indicate the cabins currently

used on St. Paul and St. George, respectively. In addition

to their value as "get-away" spots, these camp houses are each

situated in an important subsistence area, as comparison of
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these maps tcith the subsistence resource maps in Chapter 5

will indicate.

On St. Paul, cabins are used for both day outings

and extended stays. The' cabins, except for that at Northwest.

Point, are privately owned, but permission is generally

granted to those requesting use. The Northeast Point camp

house is available to all to use; some people camp there for

a week at a time in winter for sea lion and duck hunting.

The city takes coal, left over from earlier days, to each of

the camp houses each‘year. On St. George the camp houses are

all privately owned, and overnight stays are not common.

(10) Most subsistence pursuits in St. Paul and

St. Georqe are undertaken by the young and middle aged males,

although some older men and some women do participate in

various activities. There do not appear to be any prohibi-

tions on women huntinq or fishing, but traditional family and

household obliqations limit the involvement of most women in

the acquisition of subsistence foods. Women do, however,

have the primary responsiblity in preparing fish and game

for eating and storage once these items are brought home.

(11) Subsistence resources appear to be utilized to

a somewhat greater degree per capita on St. George than on

St. Paul. This mai 'be due to a variety of causes, includ-

ing but not limited to the narrower range of employment
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opportunities on St. George and to a history of generally,

less outside contact on St. George.

(12) A few handicrafts utilizing subsistence re-

sources are manufactured in the Pribilofs today. These

include baskets and model baidars (made with seal throat),

jewelry (made with seal teeth, fossil ivory, and reindeer

antler), and some articles of clothing (made or trimmed with

fur seal fur).

(13) ,'A high degree of consistency among informants

was noted during the course of field research on this project.

Although information obtained from informants was not shared

with other informants, there was general agreement on such

items as the time of year of various activities, the loca-

tions of those activities, and how much of each item was

obtained. This may likely be attributed to the relativelli

small islands on which they live, and the ability of most per-

sons to learn a great deal about their surroundings. This

insular situation may, perhaps, be contrasted with subsis-

tence in an interior Alaskan setting, where activities may be

undertaken over a broad territory or area (with different

hunters, trappers, or fishers going in as many directions),

rather than along a basically longitudinal coastline having

fewer subsistence locales. This is a proposition that could

be tested through future research.
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(11) Researc h on Aleut place names of St. George

was begun during this project, but was much too time consum-

ing to pursile to completion. It is very possible that

future research on this subject (including place names on

St. Paul) could prcvide valuable insight into the history of

subsistence activities on the Pribilofs.

(15) The Corps of Engineers is currently studying

the feasibility of building bvat harbors on both St. Paul

and St. George. Various options exist for these projects,

but the St. Paul facility has the potential to be a major

port for the Bering Sea region. On St. George a breakwater

is planned, primarily for use by local residents in small

craft.

Generally, residents are supportative of these pro-

jects, which they feel will improve the economic situation.

On St. Paul people are concerned that a substantial port may

result in an influx of people that will strain local facili-

ties, and they are worried about other local impacts such as
.

noise and pollution. Consequently, the community may, in

fact, push for docking facilities of lesser scope more in

tune with its desires for more moderate village growth and

development.

(16) Related in part to harbor facilities is the

issue of OCS development in the Pribilof Islands region.
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While the economic benefits of such‘ development are realized

by many residents, they are nevertheless generally wary, and

express a des ire to maintain their villages as they now are.

St. Paul had a taste of possible future problems in the fall

of 1979, when a Japanese ship ran aground a short distance

from the village and spilled oil into the sea. The oil made

its way into Salt Lagoon, affecting bird populations there,

and some residents state that oil still seeps from the sands

of the. lagoon. Were a Large spill to occur during the sum-

mer months, when seals and birds are present in their greatest

numbers, the results could be severely damaging to the com-

mercial and subsistence economies of the islands. Hunt

(1976:lOl) states that

. . . it appears that most of the birds nesting
on St. Paul Island forage relatively close to the
island. If subsequent cruises confirm this impres-
sion, then oil spilled within a zone 30-40 miles
around an island will create an extremely serious
hazard to sea birds breeding on that island. Note
of this zone of extreme vulnerability of nesting
birds to oil should be taken in any decisions con-
cerning permits for drilling or transporting oil.

Also related to OCS as well as other large scale

development is noise and its effect on animal populations.

Increased shipping and air traffic could certainly affect

the fur seal herds, and Hunt (1976:66, 99, 101) noted that

both fixed winq and helicopter aircraft easily disturb

cliff birds.
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(17) Commercial halibut fishing on St. Paul was be-

gun on a trial basis by the Tanadgusix Corporation during the

summer of 1981, and it is certain to continue.on an expanded

basis in years to come. The waters around that island,

expecially to the north, are known to be rich in halibut, and

if this venture proves feasible, it could provide substantial

income for many residents. As it now stands, the Tanadqusix

Corporation owns two fully equipped fishing boats, and vil-

lagers fishing fLum private skiffs sell their catch to

Tanadgusix, which in turn ships it to Anchorage.

The feasibility of a hair crab industry on both

St. Paul and St. George has been studied in recent years,

although no activity has yet begun on a commercial scale.

(18) The reindeer herd on St. Paul is currently not

managed, although a managed herd could perhaps increase to

1200-1500 animals (Foote et al. 1968:156). On St. George,

reindeer were reintroducted to the island in 1980, although

subsistence and/or commercial benefits are many years in the

f u t u r e .

(19) T!le St. Paul Tanadqusix Corporation now oper-

ates the fur seal by-products plant, as described in Chapter

5. This p>ant was at one time part of the government seal-

ing operation on the island and now represents a partial

take-over by the local corporation of the island's fur seal
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business. :.Jhi.le the future of the National Marine Fisheries

Service's P ribilof Program is itself uncertain, it is pos-

sible that the entire fur seal enterprise may someday be

taken over by the village corporations on the Pribilofs.

Standing in the way of such a change, however, is the fact

that the Fisheries Service provides valuable public services

(such as electricity generation) and jobs, and it would be

difficult and costl17 for the local St. Paul and St. George

organizations to assume these responsibilities. On the

other hand, it is felt by some that the biggest threat to

continuation of the harvest is the government's involvement,

since protestors often focus on the use of federal tax dol-

lars to support the program.

(20) The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service has nego-

tiated with the St. Paul Tanadgusix Corporation, the

St. George Tanaq Corporation, and the regional Aleut Corpo-

ration to transfer,much of the coastal portions of those

islands which comprise the bird nesting cliffs and to make

them the Pribilof Islands Subunit of the Alaska :4aritime

National Wildlife Refuge. In exchange for this land, the

corporations will receive financial, land, and contractual

reimbursements.

Of interest in terms of subsistence is Section 6(c)

of the agreement, which reads in part as follows (U.S.

Department of the Interior 1980):
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It is the intention of the parties that the
traditional use by residents of St. Paul and St.
George will not be affected by this exchange; pro-
vided, however, that the regulation of subsistence
use on Wildlife Refuge lands shall be governed by
the aforementioned Memorandum of Understanding
[which concerns the resolution of any questions
through a Joint Management Board consisting of
local and federal representatives].

This agreement has not yet been entered into, and it

will be of interest to see the manner in which subsistence

is affected, if at all, by it.
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